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Executive Summary
Introduction
California has set ambitious, but achievable, energy efficiency goals. Achieving those goals will require
both aggressive energy efficiency codes and effective enforcement. Although some building
departments across the state are heeding the growing interest in energy efficiency and giving greater
emphasis to enforcing Title 24, Part 6: Energy Efficiency Standards for Residential and Nonresidential
Buildings (Title 24), diminishing department budgets and an increasingly complex code tend to work
against their efforts.
The Building Department Title 24 Training and Process Improvement Program (dubbed “Best Practices
Program”) is meant to help bridge the gap from efficiency policy to successful, on‐the‐ground
compliance. It explores the best practices and the gaps in enforcement that were identified in seven
representative jurisdictions in California, as well as the effectiveness of tools developed to marginalize
some of the common gaps. Finally, recommendations are provided for the deployment of tools and
resources that were found effective in order to further aid the building departments’ efforts and
support the California Long‐Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (CLTEESP).

Findings
The seven building departments listed below volunteered to participate in this program to represent
jurisdictions across California, as well as to provide their unique perspective on Title 24 enforcement.
Based on the information gathered during site visits, both best practices and gaps were identified in the
Title 24 enforcement process. A list of the top best practices and gaps can be found starting on page 15.


Berkeley



Irvine



Oakland



Chula Vista



Kern County



San Diego



West Sacramento

Best practices that were identified in these representative departments may be useful to other building
departments in their enforcement efforts, and may contribute significantly to simplify and streamline
the enforcement process statewide. Identified gaps in the process are also valuable in that some of the
gaps have been identified in multiple building departments, implying that these gaps may be commonly
encountered. Of the 28 best practices identified, half could be attributed to having either a Title 24
“champion” mentality at the jurisdiction or process improvements. In contrast, the majority of gaps
found were related to inadequate training and inefficiently documenting compliance.

Pilot Tools
After developing possible tool ideas for the best practices and gaps identified, and discussing
implementation plans with the participating building departments, the tools charted on the next two
pages were selected for development and pilot. More detailed descriptions of the pilot tools can be
found starting on page 26.
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Short Description

T24 Forms Ace‐
Nonresidential

This online tool creates a
summary of required Title 24
documentation for
applicants based on their
input of basic project
information for renovations
and alterations.

 Staff overloaded (G)

These two courses, which
existed prior to the Best
Practices Program, were
designed to help building
department staff understand
the 2008 Standards for new
construction, additions and
alterations.

 On‐site training (BP)

The Contractor Education
Session tool provided local
training focused on subjects
that would help contractors
understand and expedite the
Title 24 permit process.

2

T24 Forms Ace‐
Residential

3

Title 24 Standards
Essentials Courses

4

Title 24 Contractor
Education Session
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Number of Pilot Cities

Recommendations






 Distribute to additional
audiences








 Forms issues (G)



 Building community not
knowledgeable about Title
24 requirements (G)



 Tailor session subject by
trade
 Market specifically to field
superintendents
 Videotape class & post online
 Classify and market session
knowledge level
 Offer accreditation by
building department

 Forms issues (G)
 Building community not
knowledgeable about Title
24 requirements (G)

 Lack of focused training
(G)
 Forms issues (G)

 Provide helpful hints on form
completion to users
 Indicate when forms are
necessary in project timeline
Make training more modular
Offer online trainings
Market the trainings
Expand training topics to
cover technical subject
matter
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1

Best Practice (BP) or Gap
(G) addressed

Tool Name

7

Retail Lighting Course

The Retail Lighting Title 24
and Technology Update was
developed by the California
Lighting Technology Center
(CLTC) to demystify the
lighting and daylighting
guidelines for retail in the
current Title 24 Energy
Efficiency Standards.

 Lack of focused training
(G)



Title 24 Success
Tracking (Pilot)

The pilot was a collaboration
to determine what records
are most important to
maintain, in what form and
to determine a potential
approach for using the
records to inform future
decisions, programs, or
funding allocations.

 Title 24 champion
mentality (BP)



Permit Campaign

The tool was a marketing
campaign focused on
encouraging owners and
contractors to remember the
importance of pulling
permits, emphasizing the
benefits.

 Lack of permits being
obtained (G)









Recommendations
 Make changes based on pilot
feedback

 Collaboration between CEC
T24 registry & IOU efforts
 Align IOU efforts with data
standardization
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 Campaign at a statewide
level
 Partner with local permitting
jurisdictions
 Run annually during the
same month
 Partner with industry
organizations
 Widen the target audience

Executive Summary

6

Number of Pilot Cities

Short Description
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5

Best Practice (BP) or
Gap (G) addressed

Tool Name
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Executive Summary

Additional Findings
Energy Design Resources
In addition to the findings regarding the pilot
tools and their effectiveness, the Program also
made two important connections that could
work towards the advancement of energy
efficiency in California. First, disseminating
more information to the design, consulting and
construction community on code updates,
required forms, code related design
technologies and installation methods could
prove to be beneficial. The Energy Design
Resources (EDR) website already targets this
audience, and provides many valuable
resources
around
energy
efficiency
technologies, design methodologies, et cetera.
[www.energydesignresources.com/codes‐and‐standards.aspx]
A codes and standards page was designed for
the EDR website posting content appropriate for design and construction professionals.
The page
provides an important platform for codes and standards resources, and at the same time is expanding
EDR to address codes and standards, an important component of achieving California’s energy efficiency
goals.

Title 24 Champion Team
While interviewing and observing building departments during this Program, it was found that one
person within a department often takes the technical lead for researching complex or unique measures
(e.g. demand ventilation, cool roofs) and then informs and educates other employees on the proper
process, forms, installation requirements, and/or acceptance testing. This practice has surfaced in
several of the pilot departments.
Formalizing a team of these “super users”, designated by geographic region, climate zones and trade
specialty (HVAC, lighting, roofs, pools, etc.), the Team could participate in the following:





Advise on future code measures, changes in forms or processes, and provide input into data
tracking activities.
Train on code updates specific to measures, forms, and acceptance testing. The Champion Team
would then train others.
Provide input and feedback on education activities for building departments and contractors.
Communicate with each other to share information, strive for consistency in enforcement, and
discuss “hot topics” such as online permitting and electronic data storage at local levels.
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Based on the conclusions of this phase of the Program, there is much to be gained by increasing
resources available to building departments regarding the Title 24 code implementation process. With
very limited resources, departments do not generally have enough time or training to thoroughly
enforce Title 24.
Half of the best practices found were because of a Title 24 champion mentality or process improvement
at the local building department. This corresponds with the finding that most departments are
motivated and invested in enforcing the energy code, and they are trying to improve the cumbersome
process to make enforcement easier.
The majority of gaps were because of a lack of training or problems with documentation. With frequent
code updates and form changes, training is constantly necessary, and unfortunately not often feasible
for the strained departments. In addition, the confusion on the design and construction industry’s part
(primarily residential and small commercial addition and alterations) contributes to incorrect or
incomplete documentation, which can be a barrier to enforcement, and ultimately, compliance.
The foundation created during this Program phase will allow the next phase to take concrete steps
forward for the code implementation process of Title 24. This definite momentum, being pioneered by
the building departments who have participated in this Program,
and others who have contributed, is intended to benefit building
With a core working team
departments across the state and drive progress toward future
initiatives and programs designed to move California closer to
assembled and numerous ideas
long‐term energy efficiency goals.

Program Opportunities

regarding what to tackle

next, the Program is poised to
This initial Program phase has uncovered a wealth of exciting
opportunities for aiding with effective energy code enforcement,
expand the knowledge and
and consequently, compliance. A solid partnership has been
created to capitalize on these opportunities through connections
resources needed…
made with EDR, CEC compliance and enforcement experts, Title
24 training developers and instructors and teams developing
future compliance software packages. In addition, collaborative
working relationships were established with participating building departments, all of whom expressed
interest in continuing participation in the Program, as well as a willingness to advocate for participation
by other departments.
With a core working team assembled and numerous ideas regarding what to tackle next, the Program is
poised to expand the knowledge and resources needed by plans examiners and inspectors, as well as
homeowners, designers and builders to enforce and implement Title 24.
Opportunities that the Program is already positioned to pursue will be discussed with a small group of
stakeholders during Q1 2013. To guide the discussion, an initial list of these opportunities includes:
o

Assemble a “toolkit” to provide pragmatic resources to building departments


Develop T24 Forms Ace into a more comprehensive and wider used tool
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Executive Summary
o

o

o



Expand training opportunities including training formats and technical subjects



Provide tools to facilitate departments giving quarterly public training on Title
24 subject matter to design and construction communities locally (2013 code
update, mechanical, lighting, forms, fenestration, envelope, etc.)



Provide tools for departments to run their own permit campaigns if desired



Revisit tool ideas which were not developed because of a lack of time or budget

Expand EDR C&S website by gathering and generating relevant content


Include resources for CALGreen implementation



Post tutorials on new compliance software



Track metrics to identify what is most useful on website



Utilize social media platforms, such as FacebookTM and TwitterTM to broadcast
information

Develop statewide Permit Partner Pledge program


Promote the Pledge through C&S contacts



Utilize EDR to reach design & builder community



Design promotion campaign to be replicated annually

Leverage relationships with industry organizations to reach building department
audience


Expand collaboration to include CALBO, CABEC and local officals organizations

o

Continue discussion on document repository as helpful

o

Explore using the Title 24 champion mentality to create Champion Team
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Program Overview
Introduction
California has set ambitious, but achievable, energy efficiency goals. Achieving those goals will require
both aggressive energy efficiency codes and effective enforcement. Although building departments
across the state are likely heeding the growing interest in energy efficiency and giving greater emphasis
to enforcing Title 24, diminishing department budgets and an increasingly complex code tend to work
against their efforts.
The activities accomplished during this study along
with the report findings are meant to help bridge
the gap from efficiency policy to successful, on‐the‐
ground implementation for building departments
statewide. It explores the best practices and the
gaps in the compliance process that were identified
in representative cities in California. Additionally,
tools to enhance best practices and eliminate gaps
were developed and piloted at participating
building departments. The recommendations in
this report may aid the building departments’
efforts and support the California Long‐Term
Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan (CLTEESP).

STUDY OBJECTIVE:
The objective of this program is to discover
and design Title 24 compliance process Best
Practices that may increase the energy
savings that can be achieved through
building department efforts. By learning of
Title 24 compliance process best practices
and gaps from representative building
departments, improvements to current
practices have been recommended and have
been tested in a pilot program format.

A key problem for all building departments is a lack
of compliance process resources. While it would
be ideal to set up a program that ensures universal compliance with Title 24; it is not a realistic goal.
Understanding the energy usage implications of various Title 24 provisions and acceptance testing
requirements is important for building plans examiners, field inspectors, design teams, and contractors.
Developing tools and prioritization protocols enables building departments to direct their limited
resources in the areas where energy savings are likely to be the greatest and helps design teams and
contractors with compliance.
Similarly, training programs should educate building department staff, design teams, and contractors on
which Title 24 provisions should be given particular attention to save building users energy and money.
For instance, some of the greatest energy savings presented by code changes are embedded in the new
commercial re‐roofing requirements for insulation and cool roofs. Explaining the relative importance of
enforcing those Title 24 provisions may result in far greater energy savings than certain provisions that
are more pertinent to new construction.
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Background
The state of California has some of the most aggressive energy reduction goals in the U.S. The goals are
set forth in several governing documents including the CLTEESP, the Integrated Energy Policy Report
(IEPR), and multiple legislative Assembly Bills (AB) such as AB 32, AB 758, AB 1109, and AB 2021.
Program Overview

In particular, the CLTEESP, published in 2008 and updated in 2011 by the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC), set goals of achieving zero net energy for new construction in the residential sector
by 2020 and in the commercial sector by 2030. These goals will be met through a multi‐pronged
approach of utility programs, codes & standards, and market initiatives. Emphasis has been also placed
on dramatically improving local jurisdiction compliance and enforcement efforts. In particular, local
building official training workshops sponsored by various contractor organizations and the Investor‐
owned Utilities (IOUs) Compliance Enhancement Program (CEP) are priorities1.
During 2006‐2008, studies on new construction and codes and standards were completed that indicated
Title 24 compliance still remains a challenge and a compliance baseline needs to be created to service all
sectors (e.g. HVAC, lighting) addressed in the CLTEESP. Future priorities may focus on compliance studies
to identify compliance rates and establishment of a compliance baseline for comparison purposes2.

Stakeholders
Multiple stakeholders are invested in reaching energy efficiency goals including the California Public
Utilities Commission, the legislature, the California Energy Commission, IOUs & municipal utilities,
municipalities, energy efficiency organizations, trade associations, national laboratories, and non‐profit
organizations. In particular, the IOUs have been deeply involved not only in energy efficiency, but also in
development of codes and standards for more than a decade. The identification of weaknesses in
compliance and enforcement that impacts the realization of energy savings has now become a priority.
For IOUs, a Statewide Codes and Standards (C&S) Program has been established to save energy on
behalf of ratepayers by directly influencing standards and code‐setting bodies to strengthen energy
efficiency regulations. The program is implemented by staff members representing Southern California
Edison Company (SCE), Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E), Southern California Gas Company, and
San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E). In the CLTEESP, the Statewide C&S Program is directed to perform
activities targeted to improve compliance with and enforcement of Title 24 building energy efficiency
standards. One key activity is to increase training and support for local building code officials.

California Goals

Stakeholders

Title 24
Requirements

Building
Departments

Compliance &
Enforcement

Realization
of Energy Savings

Stakeholders, who include local building departments, are key to achieving the statewide energy efficiency goals.
The above diagram shows in a simplistic manner the necessary path to achieve California’s energy efficiency goals.

1

CLTEESP Strategic Plan Progress Report, Prepared by Energy Division, pursuant to D.09‐09‐047, October 2011.

2

CLTEESP Strategic Plan Progress Report, Prepared by Energy Division, pursuant to D.09‐09‐047, October 2011.
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Building Departments Connection

Design Teams Submit Plans

Plans Examiners Review Title 24 Documentation

Building Inspectors Visit Construction Sites for Compliance

Acceptance Testing is Documented by Contractors

Building Passes Inspection and is Occupied

Energy Savings is Realized

Issues with Compliance
Several published reports were reviewed to better understand issues that have been found with Title 24
compliance and enforcement. Highlights from these reports are summarized below:
One report, published in June 2010, highlighted barriers to code compliance: 1) Title 24
compliance is one of many skill sets required by the building departments; 2) the compliance
chain is complex and there are many opportunities for energy efficiency to be compromised; 3)
all cities face inadequate staff, limited time for training, and some level of needed improvement
in processes and procedures3.
In 2008, a study reported non‐compliance rates varying from 28 percent for hard‐wired lighting
to 100 percent for nonresidential duct measures for both new and retrofit construction projects.
The report studied seven measures and found only the hard‐wired lighting to have a low non‐
compliance rate while the other six measures were substantially higher. The authors concluded
that compliance rates tend to be measure dependent4.
3

4

Local Government Strategic Energy Action Report, Navigant Consulting, SAIC, and Innovologie.
Putting Codes Into Action: How Newly Updated Building Codes Translate Into Practice, Michelle Levy, M. Sami
Khawaja, Quantec, LLC, Portland, OR and Lynn Benningfield, The Benningfield Group, Folsom, CA.
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Building departments are the key to compliance and enforcement of Title 24 standards. Plans examiners
and building inspectors directly interface with architects and general contractors to review drawings and
Title 24 compliance documents and acceptance test certificates. Requirements under Title 24 must be
understood by both the building departments as well as the design and construction teams in order for
the energy savings intended by the stakeholders to be realized.
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Program Overview

Another report focused on specific compliance and efficiency performance findings. The
Sacramento Municipal Utility District commissioned a study of their 2006‐2007 residential HVAC
retrofit program. The findings based on random surveys indicated a compliance rate of 33
percent. The study also found that both permitted and non‐permitted HVAC replacements did a
poor job of properly sizing the units, correcting duct leakage issues, and having the appropriate
refrigerant_charge5.

Study Purpose
In 2011, the Statewide C&S team worked with Architectural Energy Corporation (AEC) to identify and
share best practices and gaps in local city code compliance and enforcement. As part of this process,
building departments were selected, building departments visited, information gathered and analyzed,
and new or refined tools were identified. These tools were developed and piloted in selected building
departments during 2012.
The results to date are detailed in this report. The activities accomplished during this study along with
the report findings are meant to help bridge the gap from efficiency policy to successful, on‐the‐ground
implementation by the local building departments.

Best Practices Program Description
Building Department Selection Process
An important part of developing this program was to select building departments for participation that
could provide a wide representation of jurisdictions across California, as well as differing perspectives on
the Title 24 compliance process. There are a number of factors that were considered when selecting
which building departments to approach as potential participants:
1‐ Select cities/counties that have varying levels of progressive energy efficiency or
green building programs within their planning and permitting departments. This could
take the form of reach codes, local incentive programs, et cetera. Categorize
departments based on initial research as “progressive,” “neutral,” or “late adopter.”
2‐ Select a representative sampling of cities/counties by size (population) which is
meant to be indicative of the number of building permits they issue.
3‐ Select cities/counties that have active working relationships with the IOU Local
Government Partnership Area Managers and/or are actively involved in energy
efficiency training programs. This demonstrates that the departments already are
committed to working in partnership with the IOUs, and that they are open to receiving
additional training and feedback on improving energy efficiency implementation.

5

Too Much Stick? Not Enough Carrot? Testing the Presumption of Non‐Compliance, Eric Swan and Jarred Metoyer,
RLW Analytics; Wim Bos, Sacramento Municipal Utility District.
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Based on these three selection criteria, potential program participants were input into a selection
matrix, which organized these main drivers and focused recruitment efforts. Secondary selection
criteria, such as climate zone and likelihood of participation were also considered. A blank version of
the selection matrix developed has been included in Appendix A.

City of Berkeley
City of Chula Vista
City of Irvine
City of Oakland
City of San Diego
City of West Sacramento
Kern County

Program Overview

The following building departments are participating in the Program:
population: 113,905 | climate zones: 3
population: 219,318 | climate zones: 7, 10
population: 207,500 | climate zones: 8
population: 395,817 | climate zones: 3
population: 1,326,179 | climate zones: 7
population: 49,045
| climate zones: 12
population: 851,710 | climate zones: 4, 13, 14, 16

Building Department Interviews
Through the fall of 2011, the building departments participated in on‐site interviews which focused on
gathering information regarding the Title 24 code implementation process within that jurisdiction. One‐
to three‐day site visits were conducted which included discussion with building department staff, as well
as collection of forms or other resources and observations of plan check, the permit counter, and
building field inspections. During these site visits, questions and observations were related to the
following categories:







Title 24 code implementation process management
Plans examination
Building inspection
Permit counter process
Necessary and recommended tools
General and additional information

A questionnaire which was developed to guide the interviews has been included in Appendix B. Based
on information gathered during the site visits, primarily documented through site visit notes, and
collection of forms or other resources shared by the jurisdictions (or made publicly available via their
websites), best practices and gaps in the code implementation process were identified for each
participating building department. To promote open and honest dialog during these site visits,
participating building departments were assured a level of confidentiality that made them comfortable.

Best Practice and Gap Analysis
The intention of identifying both best practices and gaps in the building departments’ Title 24 code
implementation process was to determine if there is opportunity to share best practices among
jurisdictions or, if commons gaps exist, develop tools to assist the building departments in being more
efficient and more impactful with the time spent specifically on Title 24 compliance.
Both best practices and gaps were plotted on process flowcharts, which were created to visually
illustrate the code implementation process at each building department. Identifying where in the
process gaps occurred enabled us to determine and show if there were common locations in the code
PAGE | 11
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Program Overview

implementation process that were problem areas for building departments. The flowcharts indicated
that there were specific locations that were common among the building departments interviewed,
within both the plan checking and inspection processes. By showing best practices on the flowcharts,
we were able to illustrate where building departments either have compensated for gaps, or have
enhanced the process for increases in compliance or efficiency. The visualization exercise using
flowcharts made it easier to determine if one building department had developed a best practice that
could serve to fill another building department’s identified
gap.
In addition to developing flowcharts for each building
department’s process, three flowcharts were also developed
using the CEC’s “model” process. These flowcharts, which
were developed using language from the 2008 Residential and
2008 Nonresidential compliance manuals, were reviewed by
the CEC to ensure the flowcharts accurately depicted the code
implementation process envisioned. It was important to
develop these “model” flowcharts to see where the major
deviations were occurring at the building department level
and determine reasons for the deviations. This feedback may
be valuable to the CEC and could be used to better align code
updates, training materials, available resources, et cetera with
the practices of building department officials.

The [flowcharts] made it easier

to

determine if one building department
had

developed a best

practice,

that could serve to fill

another building
department’s identified gap.

The “model” flowcharts have been included, in Appendix C while a discussion of where best practices
and gaps occur throughout the process starts on page 17 under the Findings section.
Once best practices and gaps had been identified and located in the code implementation process using
the flowchart visuals, ideas for tool development were generated for those gaps that had no existing
resources available for building departments. The prioritization process is described further in the
Findings section under Tool Ideas on page 27.

Training and Process Improvement Program Reports
Summary reports were presented to each building department outlining identified best practices, gaps,
existing resources and proposed tools. Also included were flowchart visualizations of the individual
building department’s permit process showing where best practices and gaps occur for that department
as well as the model flowcharts for comparison. Although some of the findings in these reports have
been aggregated for this final report, the building department specific reports are not being published in
their entirety to uphold the confidentiality agreement made with participating departments.

Department Meetings and Tool Proposals
For each gap and corresponding proposed tool that was targeted for implementation under this
Program, a timeline and implementation procedure was proposed to inform building departments of the
intention of the tool and to initiate discussions to pilot the tools during the fall of 2012. A meeting was
scheduled to discuss the findings in the Summary Report, as well as discuss the remaining scope and
timeline for the Title 24 Best Practices Program. Once the building departments each decided which
tools outlined in the Proposed Tools section would be of benefit to the department, we worked together
to outline a Tool Development and Pilot Plan for implementation during 2012.
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Tool Development and Pilot
In order to determine if a proposed tool helped building departments efficiently enforce Title 24
successfully, the tool was piloted at the building department level and a metric was tracked to
document improvement. Once proposed tools and tracking metrics were determined, tool and training
material development began.

Publish Study Findings
As the building departments participating in the Program are meant to be representative of building
departments across the state, the aggregate conclusions resulting from the Program have been
published here in an effort to further integrate the efforts of stakeholders in California’s energy goals
and legislation. These published findings are intended to balance the presentation of useful information
with the level of anonymity desired from the Program participants.

Program Timeline
The study was conducted over the course of two years. The following calendar lays out the project’s
stages and activities.

2011
Jan

Feb

Mar

April

Program design and
department selection
criteria

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Recruit participanting
departments

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Conduct department interviews and
identification of common gaps and
best practices

2012
Jan

Feb

Mar

Develop tool ideas &
prioritization protocol
Discuss tool ideas with
participating
departments

April

May

Depts &
IOUs
approve
tools

Jun

Jul

Aug

Development of tools

Sept

Oct

Nov

Depts pilot tool

Dec
Finalize
report

Depts track
metrics for
evaluation
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Once the tools were ready for pilot, appropriate training on their use and implementation was
conducted for the each building department. The pilot was conducted during the fall of 2012. Once the
pilot phase concluded, post‐pilot interviews were conducted to discuss the implementation of the tool,
any recommendations for or improvements to the tool, and the result of the effectiveness metrics.
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Findings
Top Best Practices and Top Gaps Identified
Based on the information gathered during site visits to each building department, best practices and
gaps were identified in the Title 24 code implementation process. As discussed earlier, best practices
that each building department has developed may be useful to other building departments in their
compliance improvement efforts and may contribute significantly to simplify and streamline the code
implementation process statewide. Identified gaps in the process also are valuable in that many of the
gaps were identified in multiple building departments, which implies that these gaps may be commonly
encountered and could be eliminated or addressed at a higher level via code updates or resources
developed by the CEC or utilities.
Of the 28 best practices identified, half could be attributed to having either a Title 24 “champion”
mentality at the jurisdiction or process improvements. In contrast, the majority of gaps were found
related to inadequate training and inefficiently documenting compliance. Other recurring themes that
emerged are presented in the below graph, and are used throughout the Findings and Tools sections to
better illustrate where they affect the permit process. A comprehensive list of the Best Practices and
Gaps identified across the jurisdictions can be found in Appendix D.
AREAS WHERE BEST PRACTICES & GAPS EXIST

28 Total Best Practices

30 Total Gaps

10
7

Champion
C

7

6

5

7

6

3

5
2

Process

Training

Staffing

Outreach

Training

Forms

Process

Staffing

Technology

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE
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Best Practices and Gaps Table
The following Best Practices and Gaps led to the tool ideas initially considered for development:

Best Practice

1

Theme

C

P

TR

TR

S

S

O

Community
Relationship

C

P

TR

S

O

4

Plans Examiner
Cheat Sheet

C

P

TR

S

O

5

Use Of Technology
By Building
Inspectors

Gap
Lack Of Focused
Training

C

P

TR

S

O

Theme

TR

F



O

Advanced understanding of implementation
of energy code, records maintained of Title
24 reports for all projects and dedication to
implementing Title 24 with rigor.
Three cities demonstrated a strong
relationship with the building community
and proactively teach the community
through each permit process.
Plans examiners use a simplified “cheat
sheet” to supplement the CEC checklists to
improve efficiency and accuracy during plan
reviews.
Building inspectors in one city use laptops
and portable printers to provide hardcopy
instant feedback after inspections. A
computer tracking software is used to track
the permitting process in most of the cities.

Cities

P

S

TE

Two building departments interviewed use
a local consultant that is both familiar with
Title 24 code and the common problems
experienced by design and construction
teams to provide Title 24 training in house.
Another department has an in‐house
Sustainability Coordinator who is able
conduct on‐site trainings to fellow
department staff.

Description

Six out of seven building departments cited
a lack of available training specific to Title
24. Although staff participate in PG&E code
update training, additional more technical
training would benefit the departments.
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Title 24 Champion
Mentality

P

3

1

Description

On‐Site Training

C

2

Cities

TITLE 24 Part 6 BEST PRACTICES PROGRAM
Gap

2

Staff Overloaded

3

Form Issues

4

Findings

5

Theme
TR

Integrating Title 24
Language into City
Code

7

8

P

S

TE



Proper Installation
Not Addressed
Within Title 24
Code Language

Both building inspectors and plans
examiners feel overloaded, and have to
compromise time spent on Title 24 reviews
to meet workload demands.

TR

F

P

S

TE

TR

F

P

S

TE

to typical code language and therefore is not

Title 24 code language does not correspond
easily integrated into the city code.

Cumbersome
Permitting Process

Building
Community
Unfamiliarity with
Title 24
Requirements

Description

Less frequent form changes would help
reduce confusion and require less ongoing
training. Simplified forms would help
increase accuracy of completion and
verification.

TR

6

F

Cities

F

P

S

TE

In multiple cities, there was a general sense
that the Title 24 review process is too
cumbersome. Streamlining the process,
including form revisions and potentially
online permitting can provide greater
efficiency and ease for all Title 24 related
issues.
Title 24 education for the building
community is lacking. Additional Title 24
education is needed for the building
community, specifically construction trades,
to expedite the code implementation
process as well as achieve higher levels of
energy efficiency.

TR

F

P

S

TE

TR

F

P

S

TE



TE

Building inspectors want a list of Title 24
items for inspection to ensure Title 24
inspections are executed consistently and
correctly. This may include a list of each
item to inspect and timing for inspection.

Title 24 Inspection
Item Clarification
TR

F

P

S

Common installation mistakes have been
identified which could be avoided if Title 24
provided better direction on installation.
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Gap

9

10

Use Of Technology
By Building
Inspectors

Theme

TR

S

TE

F

P

S

TE

Some contractors are not pulling permits
when necessary. In addition, lack of
awareness around the need for permits by
homeowners could be a contributor to some
work going unpermitted.

TE

With a dedicated staff member focused on
compliance with Title 24 in one city, the lack
of detailed training and QA/QC of plan
reviews and on‐site inspections (other than
special cases) suggests his time is
compromised elsewhere and/or he is not
given the authority to implement a robust
continuing education program.

TR

F

P

P

S

S

TE



There is no defined quality control process
at the building department level for plans
examiners to ensure consistent reviews and
accurate identification of Title 24 non‐
compliance.

Procedure Flowcharts
In order to identify where in the code implementation process the gaps and best practices are occurring,
flow charts illustrating “model” permit processes that specifically incorporate Title 24, Part 6
requirements were created. These flowcharts were reviewed by the CEC to ensure they accurately
depict the code implementation process envisioned. The series of flowcharts illustrates the “model”
New Construction and Additions & Alterations permit processes for both Nonresidential and Residential
sectors resulting in four unique sets of charts. The processes were broken down into stages to help
visualize the timing and forms requirements necessary to progress to the next project phase. Having
these diagrams readily available to both building department staff and the building community could
create familiarity with the flow and timing of procedures and align expectations of both parties in each
step. Below is a graph representing a typical flow chart and phase detail. The diagrams for each project
type, including in‐depth descriptions of each step can be found in Appendix C.
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Lack Of Plan Check
Quality Control
Process

F

Description

Although this was identified as a best
practice in one building department, it was
found to be a challenge for others. Lack of
funds is the primary reason some building
departments have outdated computers,
handheld devices, and old software and
systems.

Sustainability Staff
Not Fully Utilized
TR

12

P

Lack Of Permits
Being Obtained
TR

11

F

Cities

TITLE 24 Part 6 BEST PRACTICES PROGRAM

TYPICAL CEC ‘MODEL’ FLOWCHART AND PHASE DETAIL

Findings
Maps of the New Construction ‘MODEL” flowcharts for both Nonresidential and Residential sectors
depicting the frequency of gaps and best practices in each step of the process can be found in Appendix
E. Best practices show where the building departments have already created a system to compensate
for a challenge in the code implementation process, and gaps show where this need still exists. This
visualization exercise resulted in the identification of problem areas in the code implementation process
and where best practices or new tools could be shared or created to supplement existing resources.
The wheel diagram below illustrates where in the code implementation process gaps and best practices
were occurring most often, thereby identifying breaks as well as areas of strength. Starting at the top
and moving in a clockwise direction represents the steps of a model code implementation
process. Many of the best practices and gaps identified affect multiple project phases. Those most
affected by both best practices and gaps are plan check and the portion of inspection where collection
of all forms and certificates are verified. Both of these areas require procedures that are specific to
project type and scope of work, which is reported to be a primary area of unawareness or confusion
among building department customers.
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TIMING OF COMMON BEST PRACTICES AND
GAPS IN THE CODE IMPLENTATION PROCESS

Responsible Party
Builder
Plans Examiner

 Internal training at the
building depatments
prepared inpesctors to
efficiently perform site
visits.

Inspector

C

TR

C

S

TR
F

P

Findings

 ‘Cheat Sheets’ were
developed by building
departments to assist
Plans Examiners
 Dedication to Title 24
intent supports
proper enforcement

TR
 There is a lack of Title 24
specific training available for
both building departments
and the building community

Pilot Tools
F
 Permit applicants are
confused about correct
forms for specific scopes

address gaps and
enhance best
practices in these
areas.

 Frequent form changes
result in inefficient reviews
by building departments

F

P
 Processes are
hindered by lack of
streamlined
procedures for
specific scopes of
work.

TR

S
 Time constraints and
workload make Title
24 specific review
difficult to fit into
schedules.

F

TR
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Existing Resources
Many resources exist to assist building departments in the enforcement of Title 24, as there are multiple
stakeholders interested in seeing the code efficiently and effectively enforced. Each building department
had a unique set of existing resources that contributed to addressing gaps or creating best practices, and
multiple resources were found to be universal:

Findings



Free on‐site training is provided by the C&S Program to building departments covering
compliance forms, communicating compliance options and requirements to permit applicants,
and applying gained knowledge to typical job tasks.



The California Energy Standards Online Learning Center6 provides online training videos via their
website to specifically address Title 24, Part 6 requirements.



Cities and other entities can join CALBO as a member to have access to its resources and
trainings. Membership and associated training is available at a building department, building
industry professional and consumer level. 7



The California Building Standards Commission offers the, “Guide to Title 24 California Building
Standards Code” including model code, model code language and how to identify and apply
adopted provisions. 8



Title 24 specific training is offered by local consultants and through utility training centers.



Application and web resources, such as “The Inspector” and “Construction Instruction” exist to
provide assistance on how to install specific items in a building. These resources are not Title 24
specific; however, these may provide real time assistance during onsite installation and
inspection of some Title 24 related items.9



The CEC provides a checklist10 for plans examiners to outline what should generally be reviewed
as part of the plan check process.



The Title 24 Building & Appliance Efficiency Standards Hotline is a resource provided by the CEC
for questions regarding the Title 24 Standards. This hotline was found to be mostly beneficial to
two departments, but another found that the resource was not well equipped to answer
questions.

Tool Ideas
Once best practices and gaps were identified and located in the code implementation process using the
flowchart visuals, ideas for tool development were generated for those gaps that had no existing
resources available for building departments. Some of the gaps identified could use existing training
resources, compliance hotlines or checklists for example, and some could be helped by best practices
identified in other participating building departments. The proposed tool ideas were targeted
6

http://www.energyvideos.com/splash.php

7

http://www.calbo.org/

8

http://www.documents.dgs.ca.gov/bsc/Title_24/T24TrainingGuide.pdf

9

The Inspector: http://Finehomebuilding.com
Construction Instruction: http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/construction‐instruction/id405581751?mt=8

10

http://www.title24learning.com/checklist.php
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specifically at those gaps not being addressed by existing resources and needing new tools to enable
building departments to improve on identified gaps.
These proposed tools were run through a prioritization process in order to determine which would
warrant development as part of the Program. The prioritization process was done by evaluating the
feasibility and cost effectiveness (among other criteria) of tool development and implementation using a
calculator which formulated a “score” for each proposed tool. The evaluation criteria used by the
calculator includes:

DESCRIPTION

Ease to Implement/ Track

How easy will the metric developed to quantify the effectiveness of the tool be for the
building departments to track? How easy will the tool be for the building departments
to implement?

Cost Effective to Develop

How cost effective will the tool be for Program to develop it?

Cost Effective to Implement

How cost effective will the tool be for the departments to implement it?

Applicability to Other B.D.s

How applicable is the tool to other building departments?

Impact on Energy Reduction

What kind of impact will the tool have on reducing energy?

Impact on Enforcement Efficiency

What kind of impact will the tool have on creating a more efficient code implementation
process?

Unique Tool/ Resource

Are there other resources out there already that address this need either specifically, or
indirectly?

Findings

EVALUATION CRITERIA

The calculator, showing methodology and criteria weightings, is included in Appendix F.

The following is a comprehensive list of all tool ideas generated for the
seven building departments based on the best practices and gaps identified
using the prioritization process described above. Note that not all of these
tool ideas were piloted with participating building departments.

This stamp shows which
tool ideas were modeled
after a found best practice,
a primary goal of the study.
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Tool Idea

1

2

Targeted Training
for Plans Examiners
and Building
Inspectors

4

C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

Compliance Manual
Quick Reference

Findings

3

Themes
Addressed

C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

T24 Forms Ace

30 Minute T24
Permit Checklist
Suite

C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

Cities Proposed

Description



Although many training resources exist on
Title 24 education, the training available is
broad in nature and not as technical as
plans examiners and building inspectors
need to continue their education and
deepen their expertise in efficiency and
compliance.

Concise “quick” reference manuals for
residential and non‐residential projects can
be created that include technical criteria,
charts, installation methods, et cetera that
plans examiners and building inspectors
reference often without having to page
through the Title 24 compliance manuals or
search other lengthy resources.
This
manual could also be accessible via a web‐
app, to address one jurisdictions comment
that they cannot access the many Title 24
Manuals on their iPhones in the field.
Permit applicants can use this web‐based
application, or a kiosk located at the plan
check counter, to enter basic project
information as prompted by the application
in order to identify exactly which Title 24
forms are to be submitted with their permit
application.
This suite of checklists will build upon the
custom and/or CEC checklists that some
cities are already using as a best practice.
The focus of the checklists is to include
critical items the plans examiners and
building inspectors must verify on the
permit applications. Examples from one of
the participating departments for roofs and
pools are included in Appendix G.
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Tool Idea

5

6

8

9

Cities Proposed Description

Teach‐As‐Go
Campaign
C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

Title 24 Installation
Mobile Device
Application

Pre‐Construction
Meeting

C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

Contractor
Education program
C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

Specialized Title 24
Plans Examiner or
Building Inspector
C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

The objective of this tool is to provide plans
examiners, building inspectors, and building
community with focused information on
specific Title 24 topics via a monthly
outreach. The specific topic can be the
monthly focus for plans examiners and
building inspectors in all reviews and
inspections during that month.
The objective of this tool is to provide
building inspectors and builders with
accessible information regarding effective
installation of energy efficiency measures.
A smart phone, tablet, or web‐based app
could be developed so inspectors and
builders have instant access to installation
recommendations for common Title 24
related installations.
This tool was used by one jurisdiction as a
best practice to educate the contractor
community through project focused pre‐
construction meetings. Materials have been
included in Appendix H.
A few of the participating departments held
public meetings as a best practice, but
mostly the meetings were sporadic. Holding
a public forum for the building department
to communicate common compliance issues
and setbacks would be an additional way for
the building department staff to interact
with their local design and construction
community as a resource.
Utilize roster of CEPE credentialed
professionals to conduct Title 24 plan
reviews and on‐site inspections as third‐
party reviewers. Permit applicants could
elect to expedite their project’s permit
review by paying an additional fee which
would be used to sub‐contract the Title 24
review and potentially site inspections.
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Tool Idea

10

11

Findings

12

13

14

Themes
Addressed

Cities Proposed Description

Permit Expectation
Campaign
C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

Fine Enforcement

Incentivize Permit
C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

Internal Quality
Control Process

C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

Permit Campaign

This tool is a short‐term advertising
campaign to establish a more realistic
permit review timeline that will set
expectations to allow adequate time for
Title 24 compliance review.
Two
departments said review expectations are
unrealistic, some clients expecting an
immediate permit over the counter.
More stringent fine enforcement for un‐
permitted work can encourage owners,
designers, and builders to pull permits for
construction projects in addition to
potentially creating additional revenue.
This involves incentivizing permits via fee
reductions or waivers, city funded monetary
incentives or expedited permitting process.
The problem is primarily lack of permits,
therefore city funded monetary incentives
are likely to have greater impact than fee
reductions or waivers or expedited
permitting process.
An effective QC process could start with a
quality assurance process that includes
establishing a consistent approach between
plans examiners for reviewing Title 24
compliance issues. Quality control could
then be accomplished by having a forum for
open communication between plans
examiners and building inspectors through
quick weekly update meetings, email
correspondence or sending “lessons
learned” notes to supervisors for
distribution to staff.
A simple marketing campaign to encourage
owners, designers and builders to
remember to pull permits and emphasize
the consequences for construction without
a permit.
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Tool Idea

15

Themes
Addressed

Cities Proposed Description

Title 24 Success
Tracking

C

P

TR

S

O

TR

F

P

S

TE

The objective of this pilot would be to
investigate what Title 24 documentation is
most meaningful to maintain in order to
determine the effect of Title 24 compliance
within the city. The data included on Title
24 permit applications, as well as other city
code permit applications such as RECO or
insulation permits could help efforts to
better understand progress toward the
city’s climate action plan (CAP), and may
provide relevant information regarding
where the greatest community need exists
for education, resources, incentives, et
cetera, related to improving energy
efficiency.

Findings
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Pilot Tools
Tool Development and Pilot Process
Seven tool ideas were chosen for development and pilot in the building departments. This section
summarizes each piloted tool’s components, pilot procedure, effectiveness, and recommendations for
future development.
Electing which tool ideas to develop for pilot was a collaborative effort between AEC, the C&S steering
committee, and the jurisdictions. Multiple factors were considered in the pilot tool selection stage,
including:


Ease of implementation



Required research and development



Scalability



Cost



Desires and preferences of the Building Deparments.

While every tool idea generated could not be advanced to pilot phase, many of their core concepts still
hold value as potential enhancements to tools that were piloted. For example, a mobile device or web
application available for download could promote accessibility and use of the tools in this section,
creating consistent and efficient permit processes; integration of quality control mechanisms could
improve the effectiveness of the tools while assisting building department staff to better identify areas
of the permit process that require special attention. This, in turn, may inform future iterations of the
code to be easier to understand, streamlined, and ultilmately more effective at saving energy.

Pilot Tool Descriptions
The following pages describe piloted tools, including the pilot procedures, effectiveness of the tools and
recommendations for future development.
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T24 Forms Ace

DESCRIPTION

This online tool creates a summary of required Title 24 documentation for applicants based on their input
of basic project information for renovations and alterations. A printable copy of the summary is then
provided along with the permit application to plans examiners. The summary also can be used by the
applicant if and when they come to the building department to get more information for their project
prior to permit application via a kiosk. When used in this manner, the tool addresses a common issue
among participating building departments that counter staff have limited time to spend with customers.
This pre‐screening process is intended to confirm customers have correct and complete information
before submitting for plan check with respect to the Title 24 energy code.

PILOT PROCEDURE

The pilot process began with tool training at the building departments, done through in‐person tool
demos. The Excel® version of the tool was uploaded to the building department websites, and loaded
onto kiosks and work computers at the building department office. During the pilot period, plans
examiners and permit counter staff tallied how many permit applications requiring Title 24 documentation
were submitted with incorrect, incomplete or missing forms. In addition, building department staff used
the tool to expedite their plan check process, using the tool as an internal check. The Excel version can be
found in Appendix I.

EFFECTIVENESS

Prior to implementation at the three building departments, the percentage of permit applications that
require Title 24 documentation, but were submitted with incorrect, incomplete, or missing documentation
was estimated at 90 ‐ 100%. Data is still being gathered that will indicate the number of applications with
incorrect, incomplete, or missing documentation after the T24 Forms Ace was implemented at the pilot
departments. However, it is anticipated that the more widely used the T24 Forms Ace becomes, the
number of instances that Title 24 documentation was submitted to a building department with revisions
needed will be reduced.
All three building departments who piloted the tool said that they felt the tool would continue to be
beneficial with prolonged or indefinite use, and that they would continue to use the tool in the future if it
were available. They also said the tool did save time in the documentation review process, which was a
key goal of developing this tool. Comments suggested the advantages of using the tool were that all the
forms necessary from permit to acceptance were compiled in one list, and that it works well with
homeowners and small contractors that are doing Alterations/Additions because the department gives
them a bundle of forms according to tool output and they are ready during inspection. Possible
improvements to the tool were noted to be that the intended tool user is somewhat limited, and that it
would be nice to see one tool that everyone uses no matter the project type (residential vs.
nonresidential, new construction vs. renovation, etc.)
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In one of the piloting departments, and Excel tool was not able to be uploaded to the department website
because of city policy. Creating a web based application resolves this issue.

RECOMMENDATIONS

TITLE 24 Part 6 BEST PRACTICES PROGRAM
Based on the feedback gained during the pilot of this tool, the T24 Forms Ace is recommended to be
further developed and scaled‐up for statewide use. The tool has already been converted from an Excel
spreadsheet to a web‐based application and is available for use on the Energy Design Resources (EDR)
website http://www.energydesignresources.com/codes‐and‐standards.aspx . Its availability on the EDR
site is primarily to promote use of the tool by the architect, engineer and construction industries.
Distribution to other target audiences such as building departments and energy consultants via websites
such as California Building Officials (CALBO) and California Association of Building Energy Consultants
(CABEC) is a recommended growth path.
This web‐based tool can provide a summary of required documentation specific to the scope included in
the customer’s project based on information they provide. However, the tool does not guide the user to
fill out the form correctly, which is another challenge to an efficient compliance process. To address this, a
possible tool development could be for each form that is identified as necessary there is also a link to an
example of a correctly completed form with helpful tips for avoiding common mistakes.
Another possible development of the tool would be for the tool to indicate at what point in the project
timeline a specific form is required, for example when a certificate of installation should be issued. That
way, the user knows what forms are required for their specific project, and when they need to make sure
the forms are getting approved by the building department. The “model process” flowcharts included in
Appendix C could be used to present the information visually. This development will allow the user to be
prepared when inspectors do site visits and could eliminate the need for additional visits.

Pilot Tools
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the number of gaps identified related to training (10 of 30 total), the departments practice
of outsourcing Title 24 training to a local expert seemed like a logical best practice to enhance. The
Title 24 Standards Essentials for Plans Examiners and Building Inspectors provide a basis of
knowledge that building departments need in order to enforce multiple energy efficiency codes.
These two courses, which existed prior to the Best Practices Program for Nonresidential and
Residential codes were designed to help building department staff understand the 2008 Standards
for new construction, additions and alterations. The table of contents from the course handouts
can be found in Appendix J.

The Best Practices Program worked with the Essentials Course coordinator to schedule trainings at
the participating building departments. A pre‐and post‐course survey was given to the participating
jurisdictions to gain feedback on course effectiveness.

The Essentials trainings were an excellent fit as they were free to the departments and were made
to address building inspectors and plans examiners as the primary audience. In addition, because
the Essentials training program already exists, this was an extremely cost effective tool to pilot. The
Essentials course was welcomed by five of the seven building departments. Only two had previously
sent staff to the course, or could not spare staff time to attend. Courses were generally well
attended, which was an indicator that there is still a need for basic training on Title 24.
Scaling up the Essentials training and improving accessibility could go a long way in promoting this
best practice statewide. Making Essentials trainings and materials available online, and via smaller
"module" courses could be a possible improvement to accessibility as the primary reason for not
having participated in Essentials training is because employees could not spare an entire day for
training. To promote an employee to take all "modules" in a series, perhaps a credential could be
offered for completing a series and passing a quiz.
In addition, providing more visibility for scheduled training dates and locations, as well as whom the
course is targeting and what is covered should be considered. It is a huge advantage that this
training is free to departments and potentially could be held locally and that should be advertised.
More specific training topics was also a common request among the building departments. Training
on major code changes (months before the new code goes into effect) as well as training on subjects
such as compliance software, lighting requirements, et cetera was a noted possible improvement.
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Title 24 Standards Essentials Courses
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DESCRIPTION

Title 24 Contractor Education Session
Based on interviews and observations at the participating building departments, it is apparent that there are
challenges related to the construction and installation of progressive technologies and design features
critical to compliance with Title 24 requirements. In addition, lack of timely and accurate Certificates of
Installation and Certificates of Acceptance hinder the building inspector’s ability to confirm Title 24
compliance. The Contractor Education Session tool provided local training focused on subjects that would
help contractors eliminate this hurdle. A couple building departments also indicated that compliance
process practices differ between jurisdictions, creating confusion among the construction community about
Title 24 requirements at the presiding jurisdiction.

PILOT PROCEDURE

Session materials, including powerpoint slides and an agenda from both piloted sessions is included in
Appendix K.

Two building departments participated in training their local contractor community through two hour
lunchtime sessions. Both departments asked for the training to be focused on additions and alterations, as
this is the project type that seems to generate the most confusion. With one of the participating building
departments, AEC developed the presentation materials and presented to the community attendees with
the building department present to field questions. The other building department helped develop
presentation materials and acted as the primary presenter. Both sessions included a promotional campaign
to promote attendance, and were held over the lunch hour with lunch provided.

Pilot Tools

EFFECTIVENESS

In both sessions, attendance was over 30 people. The most effective promotional tool that drove
attendance was an email notification about the training that was sent to the building departments contact
list, by the building departments.
A survey was used at the completion of the contractor education sessions to gauge how much permit
applicants and contractors learned at the meeting that they didn’t know before. Survey results indicated
that 73% of survey respondents understood slightly more or much more about which forms are required for
the Nonresidential code than before the training session.
They also showed that 75% of survey
respondents understand slightly more or much more about identifying mandatory measures for the
Nonresidential code. The percentages for the Residential code cases were 54% and 52% respectively, and
attendees were evenly split between those that did mostly residential versus nonresidential work.
One of the building departments said they would not do another contractor education session because of
the time involved in holding one. The other piloting department noted that they would do another session,
but would like to have a longer period to prepare for the session because it took time to develop the
presentation and “brush up” on Title 24 issues. Both departments agreed that the training was useful, and
noted a wide range of desired attendees from homeowners to superintendents to equipment sales
representatives and installers.
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The attendance at both sessions confirmed there was a desire on behalf of the construction community for
Title 24 focused education. However, the diversity of industry expertise in the audience proved to be a
challenge, suggesting it may be appropriate to tailor session subjects and information by specific trades
(designers, contractors, owner/builders, etc.) or by session subjects such as lighting and mechanical, 2013
code updates, envelope and fenestration topics. In addition, a desire to attract more field superintendents
was expressed by one piloting department.
Although the face to face contact between the building department staff and the industry attendees was of
benefit, these sessions could also be videotaped and provided on the building departments website as
educational tools for those who build in that department’s jurisdiction.
It may also be a good idea to classify and advertise the expected Title 24 knowledge level for each education
session. It was found during the pilot that the audience had varying levels of Title 24 expertise, and
therefore more experienced professionals could get bored and stop coming to basic classes. If the sessions
were labeled “Level 1” for introductory level courses, “Level 2” for basic knowledge level courses and “Level
3” for advanced courses, attendees could better identify which class they will be able to learn the most at
without getting overwhelmed. In addition, the building department could consider offering some kind of
accreditation for completing all “Level 1” courses (perhaps a “
” rating) all “Level 2” courses (a “
”
“ rating) to create more awareness around the sessions and
rating) or all “Level 3” courses (a “
to provide an incentive for the local building community to attend the sessions.

Pilot Tools
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DESCRIPTION

Retail Lighting Course
In one of the participating building departments, more technical training relating to Title 24 issues was
desired. The Retail Lighting Title 24 and Technology Update being developed by the California Lighting
Technology Center (CLTC) was a great fit because it covered a desirable topic and because it was scheduled
to be developed during Fall 2012, so the timing for course pilot aligned. This class was created to demystify
the lighting and daylighting guidelines for retail in the current Title 24 Energy Efficiency Standards.
The course covered Title 24 requirements, the compliance process, 2013 code updates and offered cost‐
effective, energy‐saving measures for both new construction and retrofit projects. Attendees had the
opportunity to receive hands‐on exposure to the new technologies and implementation strategies that can
be used to comply with the code and learn about their potential impact on the retail industry.

The training was scheduled at the building department office as a matter of convenience. It was an all‐day
training with breakfast and lunch provided for attendees.

To measure the effectiveness of the course, a pre‐ and post‐ course survey was given to attendees. Results
of this survey indicated that the biggest advantage the course provided was showing examples of
completed forms and common forms issues, as well as an in‐depth review of requirements for daylit areas
and associated lighting controls. The most relevant improvement included greater understanding of
mandatory measures for daylighting. Because of the generally positive feedback from attendees, and the
potential impacts of properly enforcing the subject matter, this course could likely provide important
information to building officials, designers, energy efficiency professionals and contractors statewide.
In addition, the attendees said they are looking forward to more targeted trainings if available.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Pilot Tools

EFFECTIVENESS

PILOT
PROCEDURE

A course outline can be seen in Appendix L.

It is recommended that the CLTC review the survey results and follow up with the building department if
necessary to identify course improvements based on the pilot class. Other recommendations for expanding
this course are providing hands on exercises to familiarize building department staff with terminology,
forms, and software as well as specific training on prescriptive versus performance path.
The class is currently being offered through the CLTC and more information can be found at
http://cltc.ucdavis.edu/.
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DESCRIPTION

Title 24 Success Tracking (Pilot)
The pilot is a collaboration to determine what records are most important to maintain, in what form and
to determine a potential approach for using the records to inform future decisions, programs, or funding
allocations.
The objective of the Title 24 Success Tracking tool/pilot was to sketch an analysis and data tracking system
which tracks the effect of Title 24 compliance on a local jurisdiction’s Climate Action Plan (CAP). Data that
is currently not being tracked but that is included with permit applications specific to Title 24, as well as
other city code permit applications could inform more detailed analysis for CAP tacking.

PILOT PROCEDURE

The data may also provide relevant information regarding where the greatest community need is for
education, resources, incentives, et cetera, related to improving energy efficiency.

The pilot process began by researching information about the participating jurisdiction on the city web site
regarding their building codes, CAP reporting, and energy efficiency programs. This step was followed with
discussing current practices with the building department staff including how compliance records are kept
and the purpose they are currently serving. CAP report documents also were reviewed and the
methodology for calculating CAP relevant savings analyzed.

EFFECTIVENESS

A clear connection between Title 24 data and the use of the information by city staff was not found. In
most of the pilot jurisdictions, the response was the same about the use of the energy code
documentation; Once a project is determined to be compliant, the information is not vital to other
reporting efforts.
Another conclusion from the conversations was that actual consumption data is deemed more important
than Title 24 energy documentation to CAP reporting by local jurisdictions. The conversation included the
identification of barriers to tracking this data, such as policies that prohibit jurisdictions from gaining utility
data, and the time and cost related to performing measurement and verification to verify projected
savings. The jurisdiction participating in this conversation has hired a local energy consultant to perform a
meta‐analysis for actual versus modeled savings on some recent building projects which were ARRA
funded, but this process is cost prohibitive to implement on a community wide scale.
The last key point of the discussion is that most of the commercial and residential construction work is
renovations, additions, and alterations and it is difficult to measure compliance. For older buildings,
measuring compliance requires testing the building before and after the measures have been installed.
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Additionally, interviews were conducted with relevant CEC staff and consultants to gather information
about the Commission activities regarding a future Title 24 energy data repository and forms generator.
Finally, other pilot building departments provided some insight about their record keeping and use of the
Title 24 energy data.

RECOMMENDATIONS

TITLE 24 Part 6 BEST PRACTICES PROGRAM
Continued communication with the hope of collaboration between the CEC Title 24 registry activities and
the IOU efforts with local code compliance jurisdiction is recommended as it would be beneficial to all.
Collaboration with the IOU efforts with local code compliance jurisdiction and contractor training may be
beneficial regarding the data standardization and retention efforts by the CEC.

Pilot Tools
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The permit awareness campaign was implemented to encourage participation in the permitting process for
Title 24 building energy code installations. The tool was a marketing campaign focused on encouraging
owners and contractors to remember the importance of pulling permits, emphasizing the benefits.
The marketing material highlighted three themes including permits resulting in possible energy savings and
money savings, and permits being important to maintain a reputable local construction industry. Campaign
materials can be found in Appendix M.

One building department participated in the pilot of this tool by helping review campaign materials,
suggesting a contact list and avenues for exposure and by having staff bring up the campaign when
interacting with customers during the pilot period.
At the launch of the permit campaign, web banners and announcements were put on two city websites,
posters were hung in local construction supply stores, and postcards were mailed to local design and
construction firms.

The development and pilot of this tool laid solid groundwork for conducting a more successful permit
campaign in the future. During the tool pilot period, the building department kept a tally of customers who
came to the building department that had seen the permit campaign before arriving. This tally indicated
that virtually no one knew about the campaign before being asked about it at the building department. This
tally shows that the primary place for improvement of this tool is campaign visibility.
Even with the need for more exposure, the building department who piloted the tool said that the campaign
had a good possibility for future success, and that if changes were made to increase visibility, they would
likely re‐run the permit campaign in the future.

The primary recommendation would be to run this permit campaign on a statewide level (through the
Utilities Statewide Codes and Standards Program) as opposed to at the building department level. Local
building departments should be involved in the campaign, through a partnership with the C&S Program,
because it is beneficial to have exposure and support at the local level. It could be useful to choose the
same month each year to run the permit campaign statewide so that it becomes routine for the building
departments to participate.
To gain more visibility and exposure for the campaign, the C&S Program could partner with industry specific
organizations such as CALBO, American Institute of Architects (AIA), California Building Industry Associate
(CBIA) and the Contractor State Licensing Board (CSLB) to promote the campaign statewide.
A third place for growth of this tool would be to widen the target audience from only designers and builders
to the general public.
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EFFECTIVENESS

PILOT PROCEDURE

DESCRIPTION

Permit Campaign
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Conclusion
Long Term Recommendations
This section discusses the recommended long term vision for the Best Practices Program, beyond the
upcoming funding cycle. The objective of this initial phase of the Best Practices Program was to discover
and potentially develop Title 24 compliance process best practices that will increase the energy savings
that can be captured through building department efforts.
While working towards this objective, the following had to be taken into account:
Scalable

Cost Effective

Most Impactful

These factors were considered throughout the Program activities, and were explicitly addressed through
a criteria matrix (see Appendix F) when determining which tools to develop and pilot.
One of the challenges facing this Program was addressing very specific issues in a way that’s scalable to
a statewide level, and can be implemented with the limited
resources that many of the building departments seem to be able to
allocate.
Continuing to build a collaborative and problem‐solving
This personal connection with
relationship between home and building owners, designers and
builders, building departments, utilities and regulators should be a
departments and enthusiasm
focus of this Program moving forward. Cultivating this relationship
to collaborate, is an
will allow building departments to be more closely involved in
improving the cumbersome process of Title 24 compliance lending
opportunity not to be
their “boots on the ground” knowledge to future efforts. One option
to accomplish this could be the Title 24 Champion Team discussed
missed.
above.
All of the participating building departments said they would be
willing to continue to participate in this collaboration moving
forward, and would advocate for other departments joining the Program. In addition, all departments
said they would act as a peer resource to other departments that join. This personal connection with
departments and enthusiasm to collaborate is an opportunity not to be missed.
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Short Term Recommendations
To continue the collaborative effort started during phase one, short term projects can be completed
during the next funding cycle to further streamline the code implementation process. As discussed
throughout the report, the Program is positioned to build upon the findings in phase one by
implementing these short term projects. Recommended projects will be discussed with a small group
of stakeholders during Q1 2013, to keep the focus on scalable, cost effective and impactful actions. To
guide the discussion, an initial list of these opportunities includes:

Assemble a “toolkit” to provide pragmatic resources to building departments:
Revising or expanding piloted tools based on feedback from the participating building departments is an
important step in scaling up the findings from phase one of the Best Practices Program. Specifically, the
T24 Forms Ace has been transformed from an Excel tool to a web based application. Getting
department feedback on the new web based format will be critical, as well as marketing the tool to
expand its use and identify key components and further refinements. Expanding training opportunities,
through modular courses, offered both in person and online will make training more available to
building departments, and ideally make plans examiners and inspectors more comfortable with their
knowledge of the code. More generic version of the contractor training materials and permit partner
materials could be made available to building departments, promoting community involvement at a
local level. In addition, some of the tool ideas which were not developed and piloted because of time
and budget may be revisited for further action.

Expand EDR Codes & Standards website by gathering and generating relevant content:

Develop statewide Permit Partner Pledge program:
Promoting permitting on a statewide level could be an avenue for the Pledge to gain more visibility, as
well as funding an important campaign that the local departments do not have the budget to address.
Using the many connections throughout the state, with consistent messaging and branding, the Pledge
will become more recognizable, which will promote industry players to take the pledge and commit to
permitting. Running the campaign annually, during the same month would also be an excellent way for
the C&S Statewide team to connect with the local building department on a regular basis. In addition,
the target audience should be expanded to appeal to homeowners and building owners in addition to
designers and builders.

Leverage relationships with industry organizations to reach building department audience:
The collaboration with EDR will help the Program reach the design and builder audience, but
collaboration needs to be further expanded to include CALBO, CABEC and local building officials
organizations to reach the building department audiences without reinventing the wheel. Based on
established relationships, the “toolkit” mentioned above can be distributed and informed.
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Conclusion

The development of providing resources around codes and standards to the already established EDR
audience is a big step forward. The site has a lot of potential, and needs to remain dynamic and current.
CALGreen may be a relevant industry issue to address in addition to Title 24 implementation. In
addition, with updates of Title 24 taking effect soon, the new compliance software which will be rolled
out during 2013 will be something the industry needs training on. The EDR website could provide a
platform for the training, whether it be videos, tutorials, et cetera. The EDR website also provides an
analytics feature, to inform the C&S Statewide team of the most frequently used features from the site,
as well as providing an outlet for the team to interface with industry directly through social media
platforms such as FacebookTM, TwitterTM and user comment sections.

TITLE 24 Part 6 BEST PRACTICES PROGRAM
Continue discussion on document repository as helpful:
With many separate discussions going on regarding data tracking and repositories for Title 24
inofrmation, it will be imperitive to have local building departments represented so requirements are
not putting unnecessary or unrealistic burdens on already stretched departments. As developments
occur within this discussion, building departments participating in the Best Practices Program may be a
resource for input and feedback.

Explore using the Title 24 champion mentality to create Champion Team:
Creating or tapping into a network of willing, motivated and passionate building officials could be an
excellent way to have a regular connection to local building departments. Creating a team to focus
training, provide input and collaborate with would make improvements to the compliance improvement
effort a more focused initiative. In addition, having peer resources locally will help building departments
who do not have the bandwith, or a “super user” in house to benefit from outside resources.

Conclusion
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Appendix
Appendix A: Building Department Selection Criteria
Appendix B: On‐site Interview Questionnaire
Appendix C: CEC ‘MODEL’ Permit Processes
Appendix D: Comprehensive List of Best Practices and Gaps found during Program
Appendix E: Areas of Best Practices and Gaps Concentration and Tools
Appendix F: Gap/ Tool Prioritization Calculator
Appendix G: Example Pool & Roof Forms
Appendix H: Example Pre‐construction Meeting Materials
Appendix I: T24 Forms AceTool
Appendix J: Title 24 Essentials Courses
Appendix K: Contractor Education Session
Appendix L: Retail Lighting Course
Appendix M: Permit Campaign
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Neutral
Late Adopter

Big
Medium
Small
Medium/Big
Small
Big
Med.
Small

Progressive

Approach Size

Yes/ No/
Maybe
Jurisdiction

City Size (US
Census 2008)

Appendix A: Building Department Selection Criteria

Appendix A: Building Department Selection Criteria

IOU Area

Climate
Zone

City Contact Name

City Contact Title

City Contact Email

City Contact Phone
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Appendix B: On-site Interview Questionnaire
Top 5 Take-aways (Gaps) from Site Visit:

Appendix B: On-site Interview Questionnaire

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Top 5 Take-aways (Best Practices) from Site Visit:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Process Management
1. Who oversees the Title 24 compliance from initial permit application through COO?
2. Is there one (or more) PEs responsible for checking Title 24 compliance documents on all

projects or does one PE check all code compliance for a single project?
3. Is there a QA/QC process in place? Is it used regularly?
4. Describe one strength and one weakness about your department’s Title 24 reviews?
5. Do best practices get shared among the PEs and BIs?
6. Do you have any contracted PEs and BIs?
7. How does your department stay updated on the changes to the latest code version?
8. How many Title 24 plan reviews (including Res and Nonres) does your department perform in
one week?
9. How does the number of New Construction permit packages (Nonres) compare to number of
Alterations permit packages (Nonres)?
10. Do PEs and BIs check and inspect both Residential and Nonresidential?
Plans Examination
1. Do you utilize the CEC Plan Review Checklist? Is there another reference checklist you use?
2. What are the top 10 things you are looking for on the Title 24 documents (for Res and Nonres)?
3. Do most permit applications pursue the performance or prescriptive path?
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4. Where do you go if you have questions about Title 24 compliance?
5. Do you pay the same attention to permits for alterations/additions compared to new
construction?
6. How often to you send plans back for Title 24 issues? What are the most common issues?
7. Do you think the plan checking is happening at the right time? Would it be more effective to
have a pre-submittal?
8. Are you under time constraints to get reviews sent out?
9. Would you benefit from Title 24 Plans Examiner training? If so, have you asked for it and it is
available?
10. What section of the Perf-1C has the most issues in terms of user error and systematic errors?
11. Do you personally review both Res and Nonres plan sets?
12. How much of your time is dedicated to energy related plan checks?
13. For Residential Plan Checks, how often is HERS verification required?
14. Any best practices you’d like to share?
15. What is being analyzed
16. How are Compliance forms compared to plans for accuracy, completeness
1. Any points of focus in comparison?
a. Why are those focal points?
17. Specific tools?
1. Checklists?
2. Online guides?
Building Inspection
1. What happens if there is a difference between the Perf-1C and what is out in the field?
2. What is your experience with Certificate of Acceptances and Installation Certificates?
3. Has the BI columns on the Perf-1C been helpful? Do you use that at all?
4. What are the top 10 things you are looking for in the field related to Title 24 (for Res and
Nonres)?
5. How do you coordinate the timing of Title 24 related inspections? Are they performed in
conjunction with other inspections?
6. How much of your time is dedicated to energy related inspections?
7. Are there issues or opportunities in scheduling/sequencing inspections in the field?
8. Any best practices you’d like to share?
9. Are you comparing to Compliance Forms, Plans, and/or general instincts?
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10. Installation certificates
1. Which forms are needed?
2. How are the forms collected?
3. How are they analyzed for accuracy?
11. Acceptance testing
1. Which forms are needed?
2. How are the forms collected?
3. How are they analyzed for accuracy?
12. HERS testing
1. Which HERS tests are needed?
2. How are the forms collected?
3. How are they analyzed for accuracy?
13. Special
1. Roofing
2. HVAC changeout
3. NR lighting in renovations
Permit Counter Process
1.
Residential
1. New Construction
a. Current monthly volume
b. Prescriptive/performance ratio
2. Renovations
a. Current monthly volume
b. Prescriptive/performance ratio
3. What do you look for in the Certificate of Compliance?
a. How is it compared to the plans?
2. Nonresidential
1. New Construction
a. Current monthly volume
b. Prescriptive/performance ratio
2. Renovations
a. Current monthly volume
b. Prescriptive/performance ratio
3. What do you look for in the Certificate of Compliance?
a. How is it compared to the plans
Necessary/ Recommended Tools
b. How are builder, architect, energy modeler questions answered?
1. Specific tools including handouts?
General/ Additional Info
2. Any dedicated Title 24 staff in the office?
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Who sets the priority level for Title 24?
What are the biggest roadblocks to enforcement?
What specific insights and suggestions do they have?
2 day plan check
3 day field check
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Appendix C: CEC ‘MODEL’ Permit Processes
The following flowcharts are included, respectively.





Nonresidential New Construction
Nonresidential Additions and Alterations
Residential New Construction
Residential Additions and Alterations

Appendix C: CEC ‘MODEL’ Permit Processes
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Nonresidential New Construction
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Nonresidential Additions and
Alterations
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Residential New Construction
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Residential Additions and Alterations
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Appendix D: Comprehensive List of Identified Best Practices and Gaps

CITY 6 CITY 5
CITY 7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

City Rebates
ARRA Funding
Insulation Permits
RECO
In-house Training
CALBO Training
Brief Weekly/ Monthly Training
Title 24 Enthusiasm
Experience
Internal Sustainability Coordinator
Community Outreach
Tracking of Common Issues
Building Inspector Quality Control of Plan Checker
Building Official Quality Control
Technology
Internal Cross Training
Workshops
Plan Check Guide
Customer Service
Plans Examiner Cheat Sheet
Training Participation
Senior Building Inspector Participation

23

Regular Building Department meetings.

24

Building inspectors have genuine interest in Title 24 enforcement and success.

25
26
27
28

Strong community relationship.
Collaborative Workspace.
Bureau Veritas.
Dedicated code checker.
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CITY 4

CITY 3

CITY 2

CITY 1

Best Practices
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CITY 5

CITY 4

CITY 3

CITY 2

CITY 1

Gaps
1 Title 24 Language
2 Title 24 Code Cycle
3 Proper Installation
4 Advanced Training
5 Payback Issues
6 Staff Overloaded
7 Focused Training
8 Time Restrictions
9 Sustainability Coordinator Not Fully Utilized
10 Desire to Accommodate Permit Applicants
11 Building community confusion and unfamiliarity with Title 24 and associated forms
12 Time Constraints
13 Lack of focused training.
14 Training Availability
15 Form Issues
16 Contractor Training
17 Contractor and Vendor Support
18 Proper Forms
19 Language Barrier
20 Focused Title 24 Training
21 Too Much Paper
22 Owner Builder Training

CITY 7

CITY 6

23 Plans Examination Quality Control Process
24 Limited time for Title 24 review.
25 Lack of focused trainings.
26 Plans examiners and building inspectors are not located in same building.
27 Lack of technology available to building inspectors.
28 Lack of permits requested for projects that require them.
29 Confusing compliance forms and process.
30 Cumbersome permitting process.
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Appendix E: Areas of Best Practices and Gaps Concentration

Nonresidential New Construction

Appendix E: Areas of Best Practices and Gap Concentration and Tools
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EVALUATION CRITERIA
Ease to Implement/Track
Cost Effective to Develop

DESCRIPTION
How easy will the metric developed to quantify the effectiveness of the tool be for the building
departments to track? How easy will the tool be for the building departments to implement?
How cost effective will the tool be for us to develop it? (impact to IOUs)

Cost Effective to Implement

How cost effective will the tool be to implement? (impact to Building Departments)

Applicability to Other B.D.s

How applicable is the tool to other Building Departments? (ie, will the tool be useful to others?)

Impact on Energy Reduction

What kind of impact will the tool have on reducing energy? (ie, will the use of the tool result in
savings?)
What kind of impact will the tool have on creating a more efficient enforcement process? (ie, will
it save Building Departments time in their enforcement of T24?)
Are there other resources out there already that address this need either specifically, or
indirectly?

Impact on Enforcement Efficiency
Unique Tool/Resource

Gap Resolution Option
Ease to Implement/Track
Cost Effective to Develop
Cost Effective to Implement
Applicability to Other B.D.s
Impact on Energy Reduction
Impact on Enforcement Efficiency
Unique Tool/Resource
*Ra nk i s 0 (l ow/ba d) to 5 (hi gh/good).

Rank*

Weight
x
12 =
x
10 =
x
15 =
x
15 =
x
33 =
x
10 =
x
5
=
Aggregate Score =

Score
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Appendix G: Example Pool and Roof Forms
The following forms were developed by one of the jurisdictions to streamline the permit process for
pools and cool roofs.

Appendix G: Example Pool and Roof Forms
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SWIMMING POOL/SPA INSPECTION RECORD
POST ON JOB IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE

CITY OF IRVINE
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
PERMIT NUMBER: _________________________
JOB ADDRESS: ____________________________
OWNER: __________________________________
Date: ______________________________________

A City approved Special Inspector is required to be
present during the application of gunite.
Special Inspectors No. #__________________
Signature ______________________________

Notes: 1) Applies to permanently installed
2) All work is subject to the City of Irvine General Notes For Swimming Pools And Spas;
3) Numbers following inspection items below correspond to items described on the reverse side of this
card which will be reviewed at the time of the given inspection.
Insp. Code

Inspection

Date

Signature

Please have the following items ready for inspection when you request PRE-GUNITE inspection
601

Pool & equipment location/ Steel reinforcement

602

Rough plumbing/pressure test/hydrostatic relief valve

603

Electrical bonding
OK TO GUNITE

Please have the following items ready for inspection when you request PRE-DECK inspection
604

Deck reinforcement

605

Back wash line & P-trap/ Gas pipe & test/Area drains

606

Electrical conduit/ electrical bond
OK TO PLACE DECK CONCRETE

Please have the following items ready for inspection when you request PRE-PLASTER inspection
607

Door alarm/safety features/ Fencing/Gates & access

608

Back wash & P-trap receptor/ Plumbing system

609

Electrical (except pool lights)

6010

Heater & Vent (see notes 1-5)
OK TO PLASTER

Please have the following items ready for inspection when you request FINAL inspection
6011

Plumbing Final

6012

Electrical Final

6013

Mechanical Final (see notes 6-10)

6014

Energy Requirements (see note 9)

6015

Pool/Spa Final - OK TO USE

DO NOT USE THE POOL UNTIL ALL THE ABOVE ARE SIGNED
616

Miscellaneous Inspections

NOTES
(§ refers to sections from the 2008 Building Energy Efficiency Standards for Residential and Non-residential Buildings)
§114(a): Systems and Equipment.
� 1. Heater has a minimum thermal efficiency of 78% per the Appliance Efficiency Regulations.
� 2. Has a readily accessible on-off switch mounted outside of the heater?
� 3. Weatherproof plate or card containing operating instructions for the pool or spa heater.
� 4. No electric resistance heating except for listed package units that have fully insulated enclosures and tight fitting
covers that are insulated to at least R-6. Or if documentation is provided that at least 60 % of the annual heating energy is
from site solar energy or recovered energy.
� 5. Heating system has no pilot light.
§114(b): Installation.
� 6. System is installed with at least 36” of pipe between the filter and heater, or dedicated suction and return lines, or
built-in or built-up connections for future solar heating.
� 7. Pool system has directional inlets to adequately mix the pool water.
� 8. Time switch which will allow the pump to be set or programmed to run during off-peak periods only.
� 9. Collect MECH-2C.
10. A time switch or similar control mechanism shall be installed as part of the pool water circulation control system
that will allow all pumps to be set or programmed to run only during the off-peak electric demand period and for
the minimum time necessary to maintain the water in the condition required by applicable public health
standards. (1 change per 6 hours)

Commercial Inspectors:
Building Inspectors:
Rich Smith- 724-6567 Jim McClure- 724-6449
Mechanical & Plumbing Inspectors:
George Blanco-724-6337 Bruce Propst- 724-6539
Electrical Inspectors:
Larry LeVoir- 724-6377 Chuck Bailey-724-6569

Inspection Supervisors:
Commercial:
Roger Carton- 724-6331
Multi-Family:
Regina Mauro- 724-6546

Inspection Notes

FORM 66-116

REROOF QUESTIONNAIRE-NON-RESIDENTIAL, HIGHRISE RESIDENTIAL, HOTELS, MOTELS
Address:

Material Manuf. /Type: ___________________ Weight: ________ psf

If the net increase in weight to the roof structure exceeds 4 psf, the proposed work must be justified via plans and calculations
prepared and stamped by a CA registered engineer or architect showing roof plans, framing plans with vertical support
elements.
ROOFTOP ADDRESSING-Applies to Low-Sloped or Flat Roofs for Non-Residential Buildings Only
Is the total building floor area more than 10,000 square feet?

Y/N

If the answer is no, the building is exempt for rooftop addressing requirements of the City of Irvine Municipal Code section 5-9-517 L.4.
If the answer is yes, the new rooftop must be provided with the address numbers which are to be arranged parallel to the addressed street.
If the building has a span of addresses, the lowest and highest numbers of the range shall be placed at their respective ends of the rooftop.
Numerals shall be white on a black background and shall be a minimum of 4 feet high and 18 inches wide. For buildings having light colored
roofing, black lettering shall be used in lieu of white lettering.

COOL ROOF REQUIREMENTS-Applies to Conditioned Buildings Only (Provide CRRC listed roof approval to inspector)
1.

Is the replacement, recovering or recoating area less than 2,000 sf and 50% of the total roof area?

Y/N

If yes, the re-roof work is exempt from “cool roof” requirements. If no, answer yes or no to the questions below:
2.

The existing roof has a rock or gravel surface?

Y/N

3.

The new roof will have a rock or gravel surface?

Y/N

4.

Less than 2,000 square feet or 50% of existing roof covering will be removed?

Y/N

5.

No recoating with a liquid applied coating will be performed?

Y/N

6.

No recover board, rigid insulation, or other rigid smooth substrate to separate and protect the new roof
from the existing roof?

Y/N

If any of the answers above are No then the new roofing must comply with the “cool roof” requirements of the California
2008 Building Energy Efficiency Standards, Section 149 (b) 1 B.
Low Sloped- less than 2:12: Roofing shall have a minimum aged solar reflectance of 0.55 and a minimum thermal emittance of
0.75, or a minimum SRI of 64. Added insulation may be required based on the following:
Does the work involve removal of the roofing down to the roof deck or recover boards and does the existing roof have
insulation rated at least R-7? Y / N or is there existing insulation below the roof deck with a minimum of R-7 insulation? Y / N
If No, roof insulation shall be provided with a minimum rating of R-8 for non-residential and R-14 for high rise residential or
hotel/motels except that a lesser thickness may be used to ensure a minimum base flashing height of 8 inches at parapet walls,
equipment platforms or penthouse walls.

o

Steep Sloped-2:12 or Greater: Roofing having density less than 5 pounds per square foot shall have a minimum aged
solar reflectance of 0.20 and a minimum thermal emittance of 0.75, or a minimum SRI of 16. Roofing having a density
of 5 pounds per square foot or more shall have a minimum aged solar reflectance of 0.15 and a minimum thermal
emittance of 0.75, or a minimum SRI of 10.

This questionnaire shall be attached to and remain part of the job card which shall be made available to the inspector
upon request. The contractor takes full responsibility in adhering to the conditions as stated above.
Contractor (Signature)
(OFFICE USE ONLY)
A. Roof Top Addressing
E. Cool Roof/Steep
Slope<5psf

B. Cool Roof/Low Slope
F. Cool Roof/Steep
Slope>5psf

Plan Check Engineer: ________________________________

C. R-8 insulation
D. R-14 insulation
G. Inspector to verify in field existing insulation below
roof deck. (Min. R-7 is required.)

Date: _________________________

Distribution: White copy: Permit File. Yellow Copy: Job Card

FORM 66-27 03/11

RESIDENTIAL RE-ROOFING PERMIT APPLICATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Date:
Submitted by:

Signature:

Representing:

Square Footage:

Address:

Permit No.:

Valuation:

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
1. Does this application constitute any change in type of material from existing construction?

Yes

No

2. Indicate type of existing roofing material:
a. Indicate type of decking:

Wood

Metal

Panelized

3. Answer the following questions below:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Type of material:
Manufacturer's name:
Testing approval agency name:
Weight of material per square foot:
Square footage of material to be installed:
Cool Roof Specifications:
Roof Classification (Class A required for re-roof exceeding 50%):

Approval No.:

ENGINEERING DETERMINATION
1. New roofing material to be installed as follows: (check one)
a. Over existing roofing material
Yes
b. Installing new underlay material
Yes
2. Is the additional weight on roof structure more than 4 psf?
Yes
Is
a
new
built
up
roofing
material
to
be
applied
over
existing
roofing
in
a
commercial
3.
Yes
building?
4. If the answer to question No. 2 or 3 is yes, please provide the following:
a. A drawing which shows roof slope and the framing of all rafters and roof support members.
b. Size, span, and location of all supporting roof rafters and shearwalls.
c. Engineering calculations justifying the structure for additional weight.
d. Drawing and calcs signed by California registered civil engineer, structural engineer or architect.
Plan Check Engineer:

No
No
No
No

Date:

SMOKE DETECTOR AND CARBON MONOXIDE ALARM REQUIREMENTS FOR RE-ROOFING PERMIT
The 2010 California Building Code (CBC) and the 2010 California Residential Code (CRC), effective on January 1, 2011, require
smoke detectors (Code refs: CBC sections 907.2.11.5 and CRC section R314) and carbon monoxide alarms (Code refs: CBC
sections 420.4 and CRC section R315) to be installed in prescribed locations as part of a permitted residential construction project
valued at $1,000 or more. See City Form 65-43.

COOL ROOF DETERMINATION
(applies to roof slopes greater than 2:12)

1. Does the replacement roofing product density equal or exceed 5 psf?
Yes ___ No ___
2. Does the area of re-roofing exceed 1,000 sf or 50% of the roof?
Yes ___ No ___
If the answer to each of these questions is yes, complete the following.
The contractor certifies the entire ceiling area is insulated with at least R-30 insulation throughout.
The contractor certifies that there are no ducts within the attic space.

True / False
True / False

Contractor, Agent Name (print): _____________________________Signature: ________________________________
If the answer to items 1 and 2 are yes and neither statements is true, a cool roof is required. Roofing shall be listed and labeled for:
Aged solar reflectance of 0.15 and a minimum thermal emittance of 0.75, or a minimum SRI of 10. (code reference: 2008 Energy
Efficiency Standards, section 152 (b) 1. H)

Distribution: White Copy and Worksheet to Permit File Yellow Copy: Attach to Inspection Record Card Form No. 66-28A (Rev 12/10)

TITLE 24 Part 6 BEST PRACTICES PROGRAM
Appendix H: Example Pre-Construction Meeting Materials
The following materials were developed for the proposed tool “Pre-Construction Meetings”.

Appendix H: Example Pre-Construction Meeting Materials
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NON-RESIDENTIAL
FIELD DOCUMENTATION TRANSMITTAL, PERMIT CLOSE – OUT
Form Instructions: (1) To be completed by the assigned City Inspector at or before final inspection; (2)
Verified Documents to be extracted from the jobsite “Project Construction Documentation” file
maintained by the Contractor (see pre-construction package for details). Documents shall be collated in
the order they appear below. (3) Collated documents with this Transmittal as a cover sheet to be filed
with project records by the City Inspector.
Project Address:
Applicable
Yes N/A

Building Permit Number:

Verified

Document Description

Survey (per Information Bulletin (IB) 302)
Geotechnical/Foundation Field Memorandum
Electrical and Plumbing Schematics:
 Electrical (Green Sheet)
 DWV
 Water Piping
 Gas Piping
Material Certifications
Fabricator Certifications (per IB 311)
Structural Observation Reports-elements and connections, final (Per IB 251)
Special Inspector Final Report (per Special Inspection Manual)
Energy Compliance Forms-Installation Certificates:
 ENV-INST
 MECH-INST
 LTG-INST



OTLG-INST
 SLTG-INST
 RWH-INST
Energy Compliance Forms-Acceptance Certificates
 ENV-2A
 MECH-2A,3A,4A,5A,6A,7A,8A,9A,10A,11A,12A,13A,14A,15A




as spec’d on appr’d plans, see MECH-1C. Inspector to circle ea. applicable
LTG-2A as spec’d on appr’d plans, see LTG-1C

OLTG-2A
Energy Compliance Forms-MECH-4-HERS as spec’d on appr’d plans,
see PERF-1

Public Safety Radio System Coverage (800 mHz):
As-built plans, Test Report, Coverage Certification
Play Equipment Installation Letter
Miscellaneous (Inspector to list):
 Roof Certification (per IB 250)
 Completed Planning Clearance Referral
 Ground Fault Protection Acceptance Report

___________________________
(Inspector Name- Print)

___________________________
(Inspector Signature)

__________________
(Date)

P:\joe\inspection\PRE-CONS DOCS\NonResidential\Project Construction Documentation Comm team 3 10.doc

Project Construction Documentation (for inclusion in Res Pre-con)
The general contractor shall be responsible for maintaining at the jobsite, accessible to the City
Inspector, the following records organized in one or more binders, divided, tabbed, and ordered
as listed. The City Inspector shall take possession of the files at permit close out.
Notes: (1) Documents shall be black and white only and suitable digital storage; color copies
will not be accepted. (2) A separate binder or set of binders shall be maintained for each separate
main building, e.g. each home, apartment or condominium building. A single binder may be
maintained for all minor or accessory buildings.
1. First Division –Permits shall contain all permits including but not limited to
encroachment, grading, building, plumbing, mechanical, electrical and miscellaneous
permits, each separately placed within a plastic sheet protector.
2. Second Division-Survey/Foundation Memo shall contain: the survey as required prior to
foundation approval by Information Bulletin 302; Geotechnical/Foundation Field
Memorandum.
3. Third Division- E and P Schematics shall contain each of the following:
 Electrical greensheet.
 Schematic of drain waste and vent.
 Schematic of water piping.
 Schematic of gas piping.
Note: (1) For multifamily buildings, a complete set of schematics shall be provided for
each unit type; (2) Above specified documents shall contain sufficient information and
detail to demonstrate code compliance; (3) After the pilot inspection has been passed for
each initial model or unit type, a copy for each, initialed by the assigned City Inspector,
shall be separately placed within a plastic sheet protector; (4) A copy of the initialed
approved schematics shall be filed for subsequent buildings matching the original model
designs.
4. Forth Division-Correction Notices shall contain all correction notices issued to the
project by City Inspectors.
5. Fifth Division-Material Certifications shall contain Material certifications for structural
materials or components arranged within material type subdivisions, e.g. masonry units,
reinforcing steel, structural steel, concrete (trip tickets). Any required material testing
reports, including concrete cylinder testing, shall be filed along with and cross referenced
to certifications.
6. Sixth Division- Fabricator Certifications shall contain all Fabricator certifications, see
Information Bulletin 311 for content specifications
7. Seventh Division- Structural Observation Reports shall contain all structural
observations reports, see Information Bulletin 251 for report format requirements.
8. Eighth Division- Special Inspector Report [Ref. City of Irvine Special Inspection Manual
(SIM)] shall contain subdivisions as follows: Special Inspectors- shall contain a
completed affidavit for each special inspector working on the project along with a copy

of the a current City of Irvine Special Inspector License; Reports- shall be further
subdivided to contain a separate section for each material type or construction system,
e.g. concrete, steel, wood. Said subdivisions, shall contain in reverse chronological orderFinal Acceptance Reports (see section 4.3.2.11 SIM for acceptance statement
requirements), all Daily Performance, Non-Compliance and Record of Correction
reports (see sections 4.3.2.8, 4.3.2.9, and 4.3.2.10 SIM for content and format
requirements)
9. Ninth Division- Energy Compliance shall contain all required compliance
documentation. Documentation SHALL be completed as the work progresses and in
advance of related City inspections. Required documentation typically includes at a
minimum the following: (A) CF-6Rs or Installation Certificates-CF-6R-ENV-01, CF-6RLTG-01, CF-6R-MECH-01, CF-6R-MECH-04, CF-6R-MECH-05); and (B) CF-4R and
6Rs (Certificates of Field Verification and Diagnostic Testing-HERS) as defined by the
design.
Notes: (A) All CF-documents requiring a HERS rater signature shall bear a registration
number from a HERS provider data registry; (B) Forms are available online at
http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2008standards/ .
10. Tenth Division- Public Safety Radio System Coverage (as applicable) shall contain asbuilt plans, Test Report, and the Coverage Certification. To obtain copies of
Information Bulletin 309, City of Irvine Public Radio System Coverage Testing and
Acceptance Procedure, and City of Irvine Certification-Public Safety Radio System
Coverage go to:
http://www.cityofirvine.org/cityhall/cd/buildingsafety/public_safety_radio_system_cover
age/default.asp
11. Eleventh Division-Miscellaneous shall contain as applicable: (A) Roof Certification,
applies to wood framed roof systems having a design slope of ¼ inch per foot, see
information bulletin 250; (B) Completed Project Planning Clearance Referral; (C)
Play Equipment Installation Letter stating by a person authorized by the manufacturer,
stating that the equipment has been inspected and found to have been installed per
manufacturer’s specifications, and that it complies with minimum playground safety
regulations, adopted by the State of California (CA Code of Regulations, Title 22,
Division 4, Chapter 22, Article 1-4);

FIELD DOCUMENTATION TRANSMITTAL, PERMIT CLOSE – OUT
Form Instructions: (1) To be completed by the assigned City Inspector at or before final
inspection, except for tract number to be supplied by permit specialist; (2) Verified Documents
to be extracted from the jobsite “Project Construction Documentation” file maintained by the
Contractor (see pre-construction package for details). Documents shall be collated in the order
they appear below. (3) Collated documents with this Transmittal as a cover sheet to be filed with
project records by the City Inspector.
Project Address:
Applicable
Yes N/A

Building Permit Number:

Verified

Tract Number:

Document Description
Survey (per Information Bulletin (IB) 302)

Geotechnical/Foundation Field Memorandum
Electrical and Plumbing Schematics:
 Electrical Calculation Sheet and Line Drawing
 DWV
 Water Piping
 Gas Piping
Material Certifications
Fabricator Certifications (per IB 311)
Structural Observation Reports-elements and connections, final (Per IB 251)
Special Inspector Final Report (per Special Inspection Manual)
Energy Compliance Forms-Installation Certificates:
 CF-6R-ENV-01
 CF-6R-LTG-01
 CF-6R-MECH-01
 CF-6R-MECH-04




CF-6R-MECH-05
Energy Compliance Forms-HERS related per Design specifications,
City Inspector to list per CF-1R: _________________________

__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
Public Safety Radio System Coverage (800 mHz):
 As-built plans
 Test Report
 Coverage Certification
Roof Certification
Play Equipment Installation Letter
Miscellaneous (Inspector to list):
 Roof Certification (per IB 250)
 Completed Planning Clearance Referral



___________________________
(Inspector Name- Print)

___________________________
(Inspector Signature)

P:\joe\inspection\PRE-CONS DOCS\Project Construction Documentation Res team 12 09.doc

__________________
(Date)

Appendix I: T24 Forms Ace Tool
Nonresidential Tool
Title 24 Part 6 2008 Building Energy Efficiency Standards
Energy Compliance for Nonresidential Projects Alterations and Tenant Improvements
Instructions: Make a selection in each orange box in Part I, II, and III based upon the project you are planning to permit through the City of Irvine. The project specific Title
24 Building Energy Forms required during Plan Check and Inspection will be summarized in Part IV. Please print out all pages and submit with/on the plans during Plan
Check.

Part I: Basic Information
Alteration:

Changes to a building's envelope, space-conditioning system, water-heating system or lighting system, that are not
additions.
An alteration does not increase both conditioned volume and floor area. Examples are:
Adding or replacing a skylight or window
Adding or replacing a central air conditioning system, ducts
Replacing the outdoor condensing unit of a split A/C system
Replacing a furnace

Note:
Major Tenant Improvements (TI) involving building
envelope, lighting & HVAC alterations typically
pursue Performance Path
Smaller Tenant Improvements involving alterations
typically pursue the Prescriptive Path

Replacing a water heater, pool/spa equipment
Adding or replacing lighting
Reroofing/reconstruction of existing roof

For clarification, a repair is considered the reconstruction or renewal for the purpose of maintenance of any component, system, or equipment of an existing building. A repair is part of an
existing building that breaks or malfunctions and a maintenance person fixes it so it that it functions properly again. Examples are: replacing a broken pane of glass in a window,
replacing a failed fan motor or gas valve in a furnace, replacing a heating element in a water heater or replacing a failed compressor in an outdoor condensing A/C unit.
1. Project Permit Number:
2. Project Address
3. Project Climate Zone
4. Are you following a prescriptive or performance compliance path?

Prescriptive

Part II: Project Components
What building components are being altered during this project? Check (X) all that apply.

Building Envelope: Alterations to walls, ceiling, raised floor, fenestration or roof
HVAC: New or replacement HVAC/ Ducts / Piping / Water Heating Equipment / Pool or Spa Equipment
Indoor Lighting: Replacement/Reinstallation of luminaires, wiring or controls, increase in connected load

Appendix I: T24 Forms Ace Tool

Part III: Project Component Details
Instructions: Complete all the information in the orange boxes, only if the section is highlighted in green.
Other sections will remain white.

Building Envelope
Alterations to Building Envelope
A. Are you replacing/adding a wall (exterior or demising walls), celing/roof or raised floor assembly ?
Replacement or Addition of Fenestration
A. Are you replacing more than 150 sq.ft. of fenestration (windows, curtain wall, skylight, doors etc.)
Will site-built fenestration be installed?
Will the CEC default values from Title-24 (Section §116) be used to determine the fenestration efficiency values?
B. Are you adding more than 50 sq.ft. of fenestration (windows, curtain wall, skylight, doors etc.)
Will site-built fenestration be installed?
Will the CEC default values from Title-24 (Section §116) be used to determine the fenestration efficiency values?

C. Does the existing building contain an enclosed space with floor area greater than 8,000 sq.ft., a ceiling height greater than 15 feet and the lighting system is being
installed for the first time with a lighting power density greater than 0.5 W/sf? If your answer is "Yes" then answer the two questions below.
Will lighting controls (i.e. occupancy sensors, bi-level switching, manual daylight, etc.) be installed?
Will automatic daylighting controlls (i.e. photo sensors, astronomical time clock, etc.)be installed ?
D. Is there an Atrium in the building? If 'Yes' is the Atrium/Skylight Height <= 55 ft?
If you answered "Yes" to the the Question D above then Enter the Actual Gross Roof Area (sq.ft.)
If you answered "Yes" to the the Question D above then Enter the Proposed Skylight Area (sq.ft.)

Reroofing - Reconstruction/renewal/recoating of Roof
A. Is more than 2,000 sf or more than 50% of the roof whichever is less is being replaced?
B. Is the roofing product Cool Roof Rating Council (CRRC) certified (check at www.coolroofs.org/products/search.php)
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HVAC
New or Replacement Equipment / Equipment Component Alterations
A. Is a new air-conditioning (HVAC) equipment being installed or components of an existing equipment being replaced e.g.
- Installing or replacing air-handler, cooling-tower, outdoor condensing unit etc.
- Replacing the cooling or heating coil
- Replacing the furnace heat exchanger
B. Is the system/component being installed/replaced for a single zone constant volume system?
C. Was the air handler/ventilation system replaced or installed?
D. Is the fan system horsepower (hp) > 25 hp?
E. Are you expanding an existing VAV system to serve additional zones?
F. Is the service water heating equipment being replaced?
G. Is the Pool/Spa equipment being replaced?
Note: Pool/Spa measures are Mandatory and cannot be modeled using Performance Approach
H. Is the piping being added/replaced for the space-conditioning/service water heating equipment

Air Distribution Ducts
A. Are you installing new or replacement space-conditioning ducts to serve an existing building?
B. Are the ducts part of a single zone constant volume system serving less than 5,000 sq.ft. and more than 25% of the ducts are outside or in an unconditioned area?

Indoor Lighting
Lighting System Alterations
A. As part of the alterations are the spaces being installed with an indoor lighting system for the first time?
B. Do the alterations increase the connected lighting load?
C. Are you replacing or removing and reinstalling a total of 50% or more of the luminaires in an enclosed space?
D. Are the alterations to an existing space where the existing lighting system is less than 0.5 W/sq.ft?
If you answered Yes to the above question, is the lighting going to increase to more than 0.5 W/sq.ft.
E. Is an existing enclosed space being sub-divided into two or more spaces?
F. Is general lighting being installed in an existing building shell with minimal lighting system such as exit, egress and emergency?
G. Are you installing any line voltage track lighting (which operates around 120 volts or greater)?

Wiring Alterations and Lighting Controls
A. Is new or moved wiring being installed to serve added or moved luminaires?
B. Are you replacing conductor wiring from the panel or light switch to the luminaires being replaced?
C. Is a lighting panel being installed or being moved to a new location
D. Are lighting controls such as occupancy sensors, manual daylighting controls, automatic time switch controls being installed in the space or any credit being taken for
lighting controls?
E. Are automatic daylighting controls being installed in the space?

Tailored Method Lighting Calculations
Tailored Method Lighting Calculations are used for buildings and spaces which have function types, which are allowable display and/or ornamental lighting.
It may also be helpful when building and/or areas have spaces with Room Cavity Ratios (RCR) greater than 3.5.
If you want to use the Tailored Method and also check the RCR please enter the information below:
1. Enter the room cavity height (in sf), which is the vertical distance measured from the work plane to the center line of the lighting fixture
2. Enter the Room Area (in sf)
3. Enter the Room Perimeter (in sf)
Room Cavity Ratio (RCR)
Do you want to use the Tailored Method for Lighting Calculations?
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Part IV: Building Permit and Construction Phase Forms Summary
Certificate of Compliance Forms required on Plans for all submittals
Certificate of Compliance (1C form) &
Field Inspection Energy Checklist

Mandatory Measures are required for all compliance options

General

Installation Certificates & Certificate of Acceptance
are required during or after construction

Additional Compliance Forms
Certificate of Compliance

Installation Certificates

Certificate of Acceptance

Certificate of Compliance

Installation Certificates

Certificate of Acceptance

Certificate of Compliance

Installation Certificates

Certificate of Acceptance

Envelope

HVAC

Lighting

*Compliance Forms can be dow nloaded on the California Energy Commission w ebsite at:
http://w w w .energy.ca.gov /title24/2008standards/nonresidential_manual.html#forms

For Internal Building Department Use Only
Customer submitted correct design forms using pre-screen tool in:
One submission
Two submissions

Building Department
Staff Signature:

Three or more submissions
Customer understood which forms will be needed during inspection from the pre-screen tool

Date:

Customer did not understand which forms would be needed during inspection from the pre-screen tool

Notes/Comments:
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Residential Tool

Title 24 Part 6 2008 Building Energy Efficiency Standards
Energy Compliance for Residential Projects
Alterations and Additions
Instructions: Make a selection in each orange box in Part I , I I , and I I I based upon the project you are planning to permit through the City of San
Diego. The project specific Title 24 Building Energy Forms required during Plan Check and I nspection w ill be summarized in Part I V. Please print
out Page 4 and submit w ith the plans during Plan Check.
Before getting started, follow these general guidelines for assessing your project:
Residential alterations and additions must file for a permit during plan check and pass inspection during construction to be legal in the State of
California. Any repairs do not require a permit and do not need to follow Title 24 Building Energy Code. For any specific questions regarding Title
24 Building Energy Code compliance or permitting, please contact the City's Building Department at (619)446-5000.
For clarification, a repair is considered the reconstruction or renew al for the purpose of maintenance of any component, system, or equipment
of an existing building. A repair is part of an existing building that breaks or malfunctions and a maintenance person fixes it so it that it functions
properly again. Examples are: replacing a broken pane of glass in a w indow , replacing a failed fan motor or gas v alv e in a furnace, replacing a
heating element in a w ater heater or replacing a failed compressor in an outdoor condensing A/C unit.
Project Permit Number:

Project Address:
Select One
(click in the orange box to access
drop dow n menu)

Part I: Basic Information
1. Are you performing an alteration, addition, or combination of the tw o?
Alteration:

Changes to a building's env elope, space-conditioning system,
Note: Typically alterations pursue
w ater-heating system or lighting system, that are not additions. An alteration does not the Prescriptiv e Path
increase both conditioned v olume and floor area. Examples are:
Adding or replacing a skylight or w indow
Adding or replacing a central air conditioning system
Replacing the outdoor condensing unit of a split A/C system
Replacing a furnace
Adding or replacing a w ater heater
Adding of replacing hardw ired lighting
Reroofing a house

Addition:

A change to an existing building that increases conditioned floor
Note: Typically additions and
area and v olume. Conv erting a garage or unheated basement into a conditioned
existing+ alterations+ additions
liv ing space, enclosing and conditioning a patio, or building onto a home are all
pursue the Performance Path
examples of an addition, as is a bay w indow that extends all the w ay to the floor and
therefore increases both floor area and v olume.

2. What Climate Zone is the project in?

See Climate Zone list by zip code for San Diego: http://w w w .energy.ca.gov /maps/renew able/building_climate_zones.html

3. Are you changing out the HVAC system only (i.e. no other w ork is being done)?
I f Yes, skip to Part I I I under HVAC.
4. Are you changing out the lighting only (i.e. no other w ork is being done)?
I f Yes, skip to Part I V for Forms Summary.
5. Are you changing out the pool or spa heating system only (i.e. no other w ork is being done)?
I f Yes, skip to Part I V for Forms Summary.
6. [Additions Only] What is the conditioned floor area (CFA) of the addition?
7. Are you follow ing a prescriptiv e or performance compliance path?
This approach uses different prescriptiv e packages, most commonly Package D, as a
compliance method. These packages require minimum efficiencies for building
components, w ithout the flexibility of trade offs betw een systems. This path is straight
*Both compliance paths must also
forw ard and easy to use.
meet the mandatory measures on
Performance*: Using compliance softw are to compare the proposed design to a standard design to the MF-1R form.
show performance that meet Title 24 standards. The softw are w ill produce the forms
needed to v erify compliance during plan check.
Prescriptive*:

Note: When the Prescriptiv e Method is used, you must use Package D for compliance.
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Part II: Project Components
1. What building components are being added, altered or replaced during this project? Check all that apply.
Envelope
Fenestration including skylights, w indow s, garden w indow , bay w indow s,
french doors, sliding glass doors, any door w ith glazed area more than 1/2 or
door area
I nsulation in a raised floor, slab floor, exterior w alls, foundation w alls, ceiling, or
attic roof
New roof area (for additions) OR reroof w here more than 50% or less than 1,000
SF (w hichev er is less) of roof area is replaced
HVAC
Cooling Systems: A/C, heat pump, ev aporativ e cooling, etc.
Heating Systems: Central furnace, w all furnace, heat pump, boiler, electric
resistance heater, etc.
New or replacement ducts
Water Heating
Water heater: Storage gas, heat pump, instantaneous, etc.
Solar hot w ater heater
Lighting
Replacing or adding hard-w ired light fixtures

Part III: Project Component Details
Instructions: Complete all the information in the orange boxes, only if the section (Envelope or HVAC) is highlighted in red. Other
sections w ill remain w hite. Skip questions that do not apply to the project.

Envelope
Fenestration

Select One

1A. Are you taking credit for exterior shading?
1B. Are you using tw o or more types of w all assemblies w ith different U-factors OR tw o or more types
of w indow s w ith different solar heat gain coefficients (SHGC)?
I nsulation
2A. [Additions and Performance Path Only] Are you taking credit for Quality I nsulation I nstallation?
Env elope Sealing
3A. [Performance Path Only] Are you modeling Building Env elope Sealing?
Note: When modeling Building Envelope Sealing, you must model the existing house plus the addition and the project should be
considered "Existing+Alteration+Addition" in Part I.

HVAC
Cooling/Heating Systems
1A. Are you installing a new HVAC system?
1B. Are you adding or replacing part of an existing HVAC system?

Select One

2A. What type of HVAC system is being installed? List all that apply (each in a separate field).

2B. Are you adding any new ducts?
a. How many feet of new ductw ork is being installed in unconditioned space?
2C. [Performance Path Only] Are you taking credit in your model for high EER (>10)?
2D. [Performance Path Only] Are you taking credit in your model for a cooling capacity rating at ARI
conditions equal to or less than maximum rated total cooling capacity (MRTCC) )?
2E. [Performance Path Only]Are you installing a low leakage air handler (LLAH)?
3A. As part of the HVAC system, is an ev aporativ e cooled condensing unit being installed?
3B. As part of the HVAC system, is an ev aporate cooler being installed?
3C. As part of HVAC system, is ice storage air conditioning system (I SAC) being installed?
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Project Permit 0

Project Address: 0

Part IV: Building Permit and Construction Phase Forms Summary
Compliance Forms* due at Plan Check
Mandatory Measures

Certificate of Compliance

General

*Compliance Forms can be dow nloaded on the California Energy Commission w ebsite at:
http://w w w .energy.ca.gov /title24/2008standards/residential_manual.html#forms
Compliance Forms* due at Field Inspection
Note: CF-6Rs should be completed by the installing contractor. CF-4Rs should be completed by the HERS rater to v erify testing. All
compliance forms need to be registered w hen HERS testing is applicable. All forms should be retained by the homeow ner to show
compliance during inspection.
I nstallation Certificates CF-6R HERS I nstallation Certificates CF-6R

Field Verification CF-4R

I nstallation Certificates CF-6R HERS I nstallation Certificates CF-6R

Field Verification CF-4R

Env elope

HVAC

I nstallation Certificates CF-6R

I nstallation Certificates CF-6R

Water Heating

Special HVAC
I nstallation Certificates CF-6R
Lighting

I nstallation Certificates CF-6R
& Special Forms
Other

Worksheets

For Internal Building Department Use Only
Customer submitted correct design forms using pre-screen tool in:
One submission

Building Department

Two submissions

Staff Signature:

Three or more submissions
Customer understood which forms will be needed during inspection from the pre-screen tool

Date:

Customer did not understand which forms would be needed during inspection from the pre-screen tool

Notes/Comments:
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Residential T24 Forms Ace: Screenshot of online availability via building department website
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Nonresidential T24 Forms Ace: Building Department Availability via Letter
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Appendix J: Title 24 Essentials Courses
Title 24 Essentials training manuals were developed and distributed at the on-site training course. The
table of contents for the Nonresidential course and Residential course are included, respectively.

Appendix J: Title 24 Essentials Courses
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Title 24, Part 6: Get it Right the First Time!
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 Plan Check
 Inspection
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Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Residential
 Forms
 Plan Check
 Inspection
 HERS
 Q&A
Conclusion
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Welcome

Session Objectives


Understand basics of Title 24, Part 6



Identify mandatory measures



Differentiate Performance Approach vs.
Prescriptive Approach



Identify project types and associated forms



Navigate required forms

Kal Haglund, Kern Cty Eng., Surveying & Permit Services Dept.



Anticipate common compliance issues

Phil Nguyen, Kern Cty Eng., Surveying & Permit Services Dept.



Learn key terms and to communicate with
customers/inspectors more effectively

Title 24, Part 6
Get it Right the First Time!

PRESENTERS:

Greg Fenton, Kern Cty Eng., Surveying & Permit Services Dept.
Tasha Halevi, Architectural Energy Corporation
Kristen Salinas, Architectural Energy Corporation
Jill Marver, PG&E

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!



Understand Title 24, Part 6 compliance
requirements



Save time and money with fewer forms
errors



Show your colleagues and clients that you
are well-equipped for successful
implementation



10/24/2012

10/24/2012

4

Welcome
The Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture
Permit Process with Title 24, Part 6
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Nonresidential
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Residential
Conclusion

Provide better customer service and
explain the advantages of Title 24, Part 6
compliance

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

3

Session Agenda
Welcome

Welcome

Session Benefits

10/24/2012

Survey

2

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

What is Title 24, Part 6?
Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture

Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture
Welcome

Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture
• What is Title 24, Part 6?
• Why Title 24, Part 6?
• The Future of Title 24, Part 6
• Title 24, Part 6 and Kern County

Title 24 standards DO cover:


Building envelope (walls, roofs, windows, insulation)



Heating and cooling (HVAC) systems



Water heating systems



Lighting (both indoor and outdoor)

Title 24 standards DO NOT cover:


Site design/building configuration (except some limits on west-facing glass due to building
orientation)



Effects of topography or landscaping



No distinction between large or small buildings (all calculations on a per square foot basis)



No credit for self-generation (such as solar electric systems)



Manufacturing, industrial, or agricultural processes (except for lighting)



No credit for “green” building elements such as recycled content, low toxicity, etc.

Permit Process with Title 24, Part 6
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Non Residential
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Residential
Conclusion
Survey

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

10/24/2012

8

Why Title 24, Part 6?

California’s first Title 24 Energy Efficiency Standards were established
in 1978 in response to a legislative mandate to reduce California's
energy consumption. Since 1978, Title 24 standards have been
updated several times in response to the development of new energy
efficiency technologies and methods. The energy efficiency
requirements in Title 24 are mandated to be “cost-effective.”
Title 24 applies to new construction, as well as additions and
modifications to existing buildings. There are different requirements
by building type (especially residential versus nonresidential
buildings) and climate zone.

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture

Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture

What is Title 24, Part 6?

10/24/2012

10/24/2012

6

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

What does Kern County do with Title 24?

Big, bold strategies for energy savings




By 2020:


All California new residential
construction zero net energy



Low-income homes energy efficient

By 2030:




All California new Nonresidential
construction zero net energy

Reshape HVAC industry to ensure
optimal equipment performance

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

10/24/2012

Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process

Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture

The Future of Title 24, part 6

There are mandatory requirements for the manufacture, construction,
and installation of systems, equipment and building components.


Appliances Regulated by the Appliance Efficiency Regulations



Other space-conditioning equipment



Other service water-heating systems and equipment



Pool and spa systems and equipment



Gas appliances



Doors, windows, and fenestration products



Joints and other openings



Insulation and roofing products



Lighting control devices, ballasts, and luminaires

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture

What does Kern County do with Title 24?

Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process

Kern County is required to Implement Title 24


Plan Check


Ensure energy compliance

Welcome
Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture



Inspection




Ensure all construction forms are completed

Kern County is committed to helping California achieve
statewide big, bold goals

Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process
• Timeline
• Over the Counter
• In the Field
• Forms
• Resources
• Online
• At the Permit Center
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Non Residential
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Residential
Conclusion
Survey

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

10/24/2012
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Online Resources
Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process

Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process

Timeline:
Compliance and Enforcement Phases
Design
Permit Application
Plan Review (Plan Check)
Building Permit
Construction
Enforcement Agency Field Inspection



Kern County Engineering, Surveying and
Permits Department:


http://esps.kerndsa.com/building-inspection



State of California Tutorials:
 title24learning.com
 energyvideos.com



Compliance Manuals:


Nonresidential:




Field Verification, Diagnostic Testing

http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2008standards/nonresident
ial_manual.html

Residential:


http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2008standards/residential_
manual.html#forms

Approval for Occupancy
Occupancy
10/24/2012

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

Nonresidential

Design Phase

Certificate of
Compliance


Permit
Application





Construction
Phase



Acceptance
Testing



“INST” Forms

Certificate of
Acceptance


Building
Permit




“A” Forms

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

Field Verification
& Diagnostic
Testing

Post
Completion

Certificate of Compliance
(CF-1R)
Mandatory Measures
(MF-1R)



Installation Certificate (CF-6R)
 Envelope
 Lighting
 Mechanical



Certificate of Field
Verification and Diagnostic
Testing (CF-4R)



Compliance, Operating, and
Maintenance, and Ventilation
Information to be Provided by
Builder

Construction

“C” Forms

Installation Certificate


Residential

“C” Forms

Certificate of
Compliance

15

Kern County Resources
Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process

Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process

Forms Overview



10/24/2012

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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At the Kern Counter


Compliance Forms



Mandatory Measures



Energy Guidance



Package D: Kern Specific CERTIFICATE
OF ENERGY COMPLIANCE

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Prescriptive Package vs. Performance Approach
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process

Other Resources
Classes


Energy Centers

http://www.sce.com/b-sb/energycenters/agtac/agtac.htm

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Mandatory Measures
(All Projects)

Prescriptive Package

Performance Approach

 Simple but inflexible

 More complex but wider
latitude

 “All or Nothing” for
• Building Envelope
• Mechanical
• Indoor Lighting

 Requires energy simulation
model with approved
software
 Allows tradeoffs between
building components

10/24/2012
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Nonresidential Compliance Forms:

Who Uses Which Form & When
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step
Non Residential
Welcome
Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture
Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process

Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Nonresidential
• Approaches
• Forms
• Plan Check
• Inspection
• Q&A
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Residential
Conclusion
Survey

Design

Plan Review

Designers and Energy
Consultants work
together to ensure
code is met
Plans Examiners
review forms; check
design per code; alert
others as to what is
expected

Construction Builders refer to plans

and compliance forms
(part of the plan set)



PERF 1C*





ENV-1C
FC-1/FC-2
MECH-1C
MECH-1CALT HVAC





PERF 1C*





ENV-1C
FC-1/FC-2
MECH-1C
MECH-1CALT HVAC

















Inspection,
Verification

Building Inspectors‘
activities are guided by
plan set






Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!







LTG-1C
OLTG1C/2C
SLTG-1C
RWH-1C



Prescriptive or Performance
Approach



Additional “C” Forms may be
needed (e.g. 2C, 3C, Etc.)



*Include PERF-1C only if taking
Performance Path

LTG-1C
OLTG-1C
SLTG-1C
RWH-1C



*Include PERF-1C only if
taking Performance Path



Must complete
Installation Certificate
as indicated on the
Certificate of
Compliance forms



Building Inspector



Building Inspector



Building Inspector

ENV-INST
MECH-INST
LTG-INST
OLTG-INST
RWH-INST

ENV-2A
MECH-2A-15A
LTG-2A/3A
OLTG-2A

10/24/2012
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Address



Orientation



Compliance vs. Non-compliance



Signatures



Insulation is correct

Manuals and Forms
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Non Residential

Common Mistakes

 On each façade/ceiling/floor


Fenestration is correct
 number, area, and U-factor/ SHGC

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

10/24/2012
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http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2008standards/nonresidential_manual.html

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!



Lighting



Weatherstripping



Windows



ENV-2A form


posted onsite and complete for site built fenestration



Roof



HVAC Equipment Efficiency and Capacity

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Lighting Issue: Plan Check/Inspection
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Common Mistakes

10/24/2012

10/24/2012
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LTG-1C

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Roof Issue: Plan Check/Inspection
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Lighting Issue : Q&A

Questions?

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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High Solar Reflectance



High Thermal Emittance



SRI



Climate Zone


13 – Valley



14 – Desert



16 – Mountain

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Roof Issue: Q&A
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

ENV-1C

SRI Worksheet

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

Roof Issue: Plan Check/Inspection




10/24/2012
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Questions?

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!



Sign Lighting Issue: Plan Check/Inspection
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

HVAC Issue: Plan Check/Inspection
MECH-1C-ALT-HVAC

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Sign Lighting Issue: Q&A
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

SLTG-1C

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

HVAC Issue: Q&A

Questions?

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Questions?

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

Residential Compliance Forms:

Who Uses Which Form & When
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Residential

Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step
Residential
Welcome
Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture
Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Non Residential

Title 24, part 6 Step-by-Step Residential
• Forms
• Plan Check
• Inspection
• HERS
• Q&A

Designers and Energy
Consultants work
together to ensure code
is met

Design

Plan Review

Survey

Prescriptive or
Performance Approach



MF-1R



HERS Registered if
necessary



Look for registration
information on the
CF-1Rs that contain
HERS measures



Must complete
Installation Certificate
(CF-6R)



CF-1R
CF-1R ALT
 CF-1R ADD





Plans, MF-1R



CF-1R
CF-1R ALT
CF-1R ADD

Construction Builders refer to plans



and compliance forms
(part of the plan set)





Inspection,
Verification

Conclusion

Plans Examiners review
forms; check design per
code; alert others as to
what is expected

CF-1R
CF-1R ALT
CF-1R ADD







Building Inspectors' and
HERS Raters’ activities
are guided by plan set
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Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Non Residential

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Mandatory Measures
(All Projects)

Prescriptive Package
 Minimum requirement by
Climate Zone
 “All or Nothing”

 Package C
 Package D
 Package E

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

Performance Approach
 Must meet energy budget
based on Prescriptive
Package D
 Standard vs. Proposed
Design
 Energy simulation model
with approved software
 Allows tradeoffs between
building components

10/24/2012

CF-6R-ENV-HERS  Building Inspector
CF-6R-LTG
CF-6R-MECH
 Building Inspector
CF-6R-MECHHERS
 Building Inspector,
CF-4R-ENV
HERS Rater
CF-4R-MECH
10/24/2012

Common Mistakes

Prescriptive Package vs. Performance Approach

 Simple but inflexible



Plans, MF-1R
CF-6R
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Address



Orientation



Compliance vs. non-compliance



Signatures



Insulation must be called out on plans



Fenestration is correct
 number, area, and U-factor/ SHGC



HERS requirements



Cool Roof requirements

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Overview of HERS Process (cont.)
Residential Compliance and Verification

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Nonresidential

Manuals and Forms

http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2008standards/residential_manual.html
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HERS Raters are different than HERS
Providers (previous slide)



HERS Raters are “Special Inspectors”



Building departments have ultimate authority
over all Special Inspectors

10/24/2012

Overview of HERS Process (cont.)

Who Are HERS Providers?


Organizations that the CEC has approved
to administer a HERS program



Responsible for certifying and training
HERS Raters



Two HERS Providers in California:


CalCerts

www.CalCerts.com



CBPCA

www.cbpca.org



CHEERS

www.CHEERS.com

 back on line soon

10/24/2012

Residential Compliance and Verification

Residential Compliance and Verification
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Overview of HERS Process

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

Who Are HERS Raters?

When is HERS Required?


Building Envelope Sealing



Quality Insulation Installation (QII)




Requires more than one inspection

When credit is claimed for one or more
HERS features

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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HVAC Issues: Plan Check/Inspection

Key Forms When HERS Verification is Required
Design and Permit Application
CF-1R

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Residential

Residential Compliance and Verification

Overview of HERS Process (cont.)
Plan Check and Building Permit



Registered online with HERS
Provider



Signed and registered copy
submitted to enforcement agency

CF-1R



Checked for HERS
registration information



Signed and submitted to HERS
Provider registry after HERS
Rater verification and testing



Posted at building site

Construction and Verification Testing
CF-6RHERS



Signed and submitted to HERS
Provider registry after builder or
subcontractor installation and testing



Posted at building site

CF-4R

Field Inspection
CF-1R
CF-6RHERS
CF-4R





Confirmed on-site by Building
Inspector

10/24/2012
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HVAC Issues: Plan Check/Inspection



CF-1R is prepared by energy consultant or other appropriate
author, then uploaded to the HERS Provider of choice



Registration information is added by HERS Provider on bottom of
CF-1R



Signatures are uploaded by consultant and designer and added to
the CF-1R

10/24/2012

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Residential

Residential Compliance and Verification

Overview of HERS Process (cont.)

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

New Construction: When CF-1R form indicates “HERS
VERIFICATION REQUIRED”, the CF-1R form must be registered
with a State Approved HERS Provider.



Alterations: When HVAC alteration or change-out, the
CF-1R-ALT-HVAC must be registered with a State Approved
HERS Provider.

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Cool Roof: Plan Check/Inspection
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Residential

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Residential

HVAC Issues: Plan Check/Inspection
Alterations: Pull form specific to your Climate Zone.



New roof



Re-roofs (alterations)


When replacing > 50% of
existing roof OR > 1000 SF of
existing roof surface



CF-1R-ALT



Options



Inspector looks for:


CF-6R



CRRC label

http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2008standards/residential_manual.html
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Questions?

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Roof Issues: Q&A
Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Residential

Title 24, Part 6 Step by Step Residential

HVAC Issues: Q&A

10/24/2012
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Questions?

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

Survey

Title 24, Part 6 Q&A

Please take a few moments to complete
our survey and provide feedback.

Welcome
Title 24, Part 6: Big Picture
Title 24, Part 6 Permit Process

Don’t forget:
Permit & Consulting Voucher winners to
be announced afterward!

Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Nonresidential
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Residential

Conclusion
Survey

Thank you!
Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Title 24, Part 6 Survey
Welcome
Title 24 Big Picture
Title 24 Permit Process
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Nonresidential
Title 24, Part 6 Step-by-Step Residential
Conclusion

Survey

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!

Title 24 Part 6 Compliance: Get it Right the First Time!
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Appendix L: Retail Lighting Course
Retail Lighting: Title 24 and Technology Update
This class was created to demystify the lighting and daylighting guidelines for retail in the
current Title 24 Energy Efficiency Standards for design, building and energy-efficiency
professionals.

At the close of the class, attendees should be able to:
 effectively apply the Title 24 2008 code requirements that are specific to lighting for
retail;
 apply the compliance methodology and procedures in professional practice;
 identify current technologies, including LED luminaires, that are available to fulfill code
requirements;
 prepare for the major lighting-related updates in the 2013 code; and
 access resources through PG&E and CLTC for continued professional development in
this area.
Course Agenda
1. INTRODUCTION
a. Message from sponsors
b. The Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards
c. 2013 Revision
d. About this class
e. The Title 24 Retail and Office Design Guides
f. Navigating the code
2. COMPLIANCE
a. Overview
i. Permitting and Certification
ii. Compliance and Enforcement
iii. Mandatory Measures and Compliance Approaches
b. Mandatory Measures
i. Controls
1. All controls
2. Area controls
3. Multi-level controls
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Appendix L: Retail Lighting Course

The course will cover Title 24 requirements, the compliance process, 2013 code updates and
offer cost-effective, energy-saving measures for both new construction and retrofit projects.
Attendees will have the opportunity to receive hands-on exposure to the new technologies and
implementation strategies that can be used to comply with the code and learn about their
potential impact on the retail industry.

4. Shut-off controls
5. Daylighting controls
6. Demand responsive controls
7. Outdoor controls
8. Sign controls
ii. Lighting
1. Title 20 Requirements Overview
iii. Daylighting
1. 2013 Re-write
2. Parking garage requirements
c. Performance Approach
i. Energy Budgets
ii. Exceptions and Trade-offs
iii. Requirements
d. Prescriptive Approach
i. Three methods
ii. Lighting Power Density
iii. Complete Building Method
iv. Area Category Method
v. Tailored Method
3. RESOURCES
a. IESNA
b. CEC
c. Title 20 Appliance Efficiency Regulations
d. Compliance Forms
e. PG&E and/or SCE (for this event)
4. ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS
a. Compliance Checklist
b. Code revisions and updates
c. Compliance Flowchart
d. Copy of compliance forms
2013 Changes Summary
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TITLE 24 Part 6 BEST PRACTICES PROGRAM
Appendix M: Permit Campaign

Included is a series of marketing materials developed to promote the Permit Campaign program.

Appendix M: Permit Campaign
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Be legit. Pull a permit.
CITYOFWESTSACRAMENTO.ORG/BUILDINGPERMITS

Bumper Sticker. Given away free to anyone. 12”x3”

I PULL PERMITS!
YOU CAN TOO at CITYOFWESTSACRAMENTO.ORG/BUILDINGPERMITS

Bumper Sticker. Given only to contractors who sign the Permit Pledge. 12”x 3”

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
$

$

$

$

$

Unpermitted home improvements may
not retain their full value when you sell.
Protect your investment.

Be legit. Pull a permit.

You can pull a permit at CITYOFWESTSACRAMENTO.ORG/BUILDINGPERMITS.

Posters. Series of five posters, each with a unique message, geared towards contractors
and homeowners. 18”x 24”

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
$

$

$

$
$

Be legit. Pull a permit.
Unpermitted home improvements may
not retain their full value when you sell.
Protect your investment.
You can pull a permit at:

CITYOFWESTSACRAMENTO.ORG/BUILDINGPERMITS

Mailer. The largest postcard to mail at a letter rate. This postcard also doubles as a handout. 6” x 11”

Complying with building code can make your
home more energy efficient. Be green to save
green with lower monthly energy bills.

Be legit. Pull a permit.

You can pull a permit at CITYOFWESTSACRAMENTO.ORG/BUILDINGPERMITS.

Posters. Series of five posters, each with a unique message, geared towards contractors
and homeowners. 18”x 24”

Be legit. Pull a permit.
Complying with building code can
make your home more energy efficient.
Be green to save green with lower
monthly energy bills.
You can pull a permit at:

CITYOFWESTSACRAMENTO.ORG/BUILDINGPERMITS

Mailer. The largest postcard to mail at a letter rate. This postcard also doubles as a handout. 6” x 11”

Failure to obtain a building permit is a
violation of the law and can cost you
your contractors license.
Don’t take chances.

Be legit. Pull a permit.

You can pull a permit at CITYOFWESTSACRAMENTO.ORG/BUILDINGPERMITS.

Posters. Series of five posters, each with a unique message, geared towards contractors
and homeowners. 18”x 24”

Be legit. Pull a permit.
Failure to obtain a building permit is a
violation of the law and can cost you
your contractors license.
Don’t take chances.
You can pull a permit at:

CITYOFWESTSACRAMENTO.ORG/BUILDINGPERMITS

Mailer. The largest postcard to mail at a letter rate. This postcard also doubles as a handout. 6” x 11”

Permits can save MONEY!
Unpermitted home improvements may
not retain their full value when you sell.
Protect your investment.

Be legit. Pull a permit.

Welcome to the Building Division
The Building Division is a division of the Community Development Department. We review building permit applications for
compliance with State and local building codes (structural, electrical, mechanical, plumbing, and energy efficiency) and
provide inspection services for all building related construction.
Our mission is to make sure buildings and sites in West Sacramento are safe and habitable for people to live, work and play.
In cooperation with the Community Development, Planning and Engineering Divisions, and other agencies, our obligation
is to enforce the intent of legally established codes and regulations without unnecessary impact on owners, builders, and
designers. We strive to be pro-active, creative, helpful, and responsive with an empathic understanding of customer needs.
We encourage willing compliance through promoting public awareness and administer regulations in a thorough, fair, and
unbiased manner.

Website Banner. Animated GIF that rotates through the three messages.
(Will need to fit website specifications with coordination from webmaster.)

Environmental Commitment
Architectural Energy Corporation (AEC) is committed to providing high
quality, environmentally conscious work products. In order to conserve
paper and other printing resources, as well as provide a copy of the
report in electronic format, the compact disc below includes the Title
24, Part 6 Best Practices Program Final Report and the Appendix
documents.
Please consider your level of need when deciding which portions of the
Report and Appendix to print in hard copy.
Thank you!

About Statewide Codes and Standards Program
The Statewide Codes and Standards (C&S) Program is jointly managed by
the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California Edison, Southern
California Gas Company, and San Diego Gas and Electric Company. The
C&S Program saves energy on behalf of ratepayers by directly influencing
standards and code‐setting bodies to strengthen energy efficiency
regulations, by improving compliance with existing codes and standards,
and working with local governments to develop ordinances that exceed
statewide minimum requirements.
Legal Notice
The documentation contained in this report was prepared by Architectural Energy Corporation (AEC) on
behalf of the Statewide Codes & Standards Program (C&S Program). The C&S Program is jointly
managed by Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California Edison, Southern California Gas
Company, and San Diego Gas and Electric Company and funded by the California utility customers under
the auspices of the California Public Utilities Commission.
Neither Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California Edison, Southern California Gas Company,
and San Diego Gas and Electric Company, nor any of its employees makes any warranty, express or
implied; or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of
any data, information, method, product, policy or process disclosed in this document; or represents that
its use will not infringe any privately‐owned rights including, but not limited to, patents, trademarks or
copyrights.
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